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iy presidents, to hear the two
national anthems. He held his
right hand over his heart for both
the One used by the white government and the newly added ANC
anthem.
From among the onlookers
came choruses of "We have
overcome." Military officers
gave Mandela his first salute as
head of state.
Mandela, 75. was serving a life
prison term for sabotage against
the white government when De
Klerk freed him. The two began
negotiating the reforms that led
to the April 26-29 vote, the first
to include the black majority.
Mandela and de Klerk strode in
to the chamber together on a red
carpet to a standing ovation from
the Liwmiskers._man.y_of them former exiles and prisoners in the
ANC struggle against apartheid.
Mandela sal in de Klerk's old
seat, while the outgoing president

Li They want change —
and change is what
they will get. 93
...Nelson

Mandela

shared the 1993 Nobel Peace
Prize for negotiating,'the end of
apartheid. Mandela will be inaugurated Tuesday in a celebration
attended by some 40 world
leaders.
Members of the new 400-seat
National Assembly leaped to
their feet in applause and shouts
of joy as Chief Justice Michael
Corbett announced Mandcla's
selection.
Immediately afterward, Mandela stood on the parliament steps
with de Klerk and African
National Congress national chairman Thabo Mbcki, his two depu-

The former political prisoner
was the only nominee to succeed
F.W. de Klerk, with whom he

,
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RAIN OR SHINE

AMY WILSON teoger Tones photo
find at the City-Wlde Yard
could
items
they
what
see
to
Bargain hunters defied the rain Saturday morning
activities.
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Freedom
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Second robbery hits Hardin
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
PoliCe are investigating the
second armed robbery in Hardin
in three- days.
Two gunmen robbed the Cut'start in Hardin at approximately
9:10 p.m. Sunday of an undetermined amount of cash, according
to state police public affairs
officer Trooper Chuck Robertson.
He said two white 'males
entered the store wearing ski
masks, fatigue jackets and blue
leans and carrying handguns.
The clerk, who was alone in

By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer

Ilk' store, was not injured.
The men fled the scene in a
truck which had been. stolen from
a residence in Calloway County.
Robertson said.
Sheriff Stan Scott said the
truck was stolen from a house on
Tucker Road, between Ky. 783
and 299.
Scott said the suspects apparently* took the truck and thine to
Marshall County to rob the conwnience store.
Robertson said the men abandoned the vehicle in Calloway.
County after the robbery. The

truck was recovered 3 short time
later by Trooper Steve
Humphries.,
Scott said the truck, which did
not appear to be damaged. as
tound III a gravel pit, near Wadesborough. a small community
located on the Calloway/Marshall
sounty
Robertson said the men probably left the scene in another
L•hicle.. Police do not have good
description of the vehicle,
ii
g to reports.
IN See Page 2

Cheetah drummer from Murray
By ALLISON BARKER
Associated Press Writer
CHARLESTON, W.Va.
CLYDE LYON
--. The Screamin' Cheetah
Wheelies were just another strugthat Lyon put more of his early
Times. During that time, he
gling band in 1992, selling plaslift in the form of a book.
wrote several articles that
ma and working construction jobs
• "It wasn't my idea," said
caught the attention of Silliman
so they could afford to jam in a
Lyon, who now lives in NashEvans, the late publisher of the
renovated warehouse in NashvilNashville Tennessean. It was
le, Tenn.
II See Page 2
Evans who made the suggestion
All that changed when Atlantic
,
' Records offered a record deal last

Murray goes
after grant money
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A public hearing will be held
Thursday night prior to the Murray City Council meeting to discuss a grant that could help the
city purchase a commercial
building.
According to a hearing notice,
the city is attempting to obtain
Commmunity Development
Block Grant funds to buy a building which will be leased to a new
manufacturing firm interested in
locating in Murray.
Steve Zca, director of the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce, said the city is
trying to gct the grant to buy the
Safeguard America building on
North Fourth Street.
The facility would then be
leased to a new company which
manufactures small electric
engines.
While he did not specify how

many potential jobs could be
created, Zca said it is more than
the city will lose when Safeguard
shuts down.
Randy Shekell, Safeguard plant
manager, said in a recent interview that the glove manufacturer
will close sometime after July.
He said approximately 20 to 30
jobs will be lost.
The state has not approved the
grant application, but Zca said he
and other officials "feel confident" about the grant proposal's
success.
According to the notice, residents arc free to express opinions
on community development
needs, review the activities and
application.
A copy of the application is on
Tile at the city planner's office on
Andrus Drive. It is available for
review until Thursday.
The 7 p.m. meeting will be
held in the council chambers at
City Hall.

MEETINGS

anw -

'Album Rock Tracks" chart,
>ear to the group, which includes
White said.
one member from Murray, Ken.
'The chemistry is what makes
mucky. Its debut album, released
Oct. 19, produced two top 20 'the hand work,' said bass guitarist Steve Burgess. 42. "Everyrock 7n' roll hits and made Billone:s input, collectively, makes
board Magazine's "Hcatseekers"
chart, a top 40 list of new artists,. the Screamin' Cheetah Wheelies
real, What you see is what you
said Editor Timothy White.
get. It's not a fad."
"Shakin' the Blues," the lead
And fans- agree.
track and first single, went to No.
9 and "Ride the Tide" went to
No 20 on- tite- magazine', II See Page 2
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shovel several inches into the
muck and struck something solid.
"I pulled it up and it's a bone,
an arm bone," Genty recalled.
Then, to co-Workers, he yelled,
"Charge him, I've got one!"
The date was Dec. 21, 1978.
The crawl space where Gully
probed was under the modest yellow brick rarich of building contractor John Wayne Gacy, suspected in the disappearance of a
IS-year-old boy 10 days earlier.
Gent) had entered the cra*1
space looking for a single body;
police thought the dimensions of
trenches dug earlier under the
house seemed more apt for a
grave than for the pipes Gacy's
workmen were told would be
installed to get rid of the damp.
Butin the next days, 27 bodies
were found under-Gacy's house.
Two more were unearthed elsewhere on his 60-by-144-foot lot

BRIEFLY...

'EVENTS
•The Rizpah Shrine Circus is opining
to Murray Saturday Performances are at
2 and 7 pm at the Expo Center Tickets
are $6

•

Gacy will be
executed Tuesday

EDITOR'S NOTE — Early
Tuesday, serial killer John
Wayne Gacy is to be executed
by lethal injection for the murders of 33 young men and boys.
store than 15 years have passed
since 'bodies were unearthed
from beneath Gacy's house, but
four people close to the case
an investigator, a victim's
parents and an attorney — still
recall the details with grimvividne.ss.
By LINDSEY TANNER
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — Daniel
Gcnty stepped down into the dark
and crouched low. On his knees,
the police evidence expert played
a flashlight beam across the muddy floor, and saw something
HARRY ALLISON Special to the Ledger
move.
A small puddle was alive with
Murray High School had Its prom Saturday night. Pictured from left are
tiny, squirming red worms.
the queen and her court: Crystal Johnson, Jensen Douglas, Taryn
Hansen (queen), Poppy Hogsed, Laura Roseman and Lindsey Branch. ;They're feeding on something,
Gcnty thought. He stuck a small

• The New York Knicks took a 1 0 lead
in their second-round playoff series with
the Chicago Bulls Sunday with a 90 86
win at Madison Square Garden, while the
Phoenix Suns surprised Houston 91-87
at the Houston Summit to also go up
1-0

•Calloway County Fiscal Court Will
meet at 1 30 p m Thursday in the County Judge,Executive's Office

•••••••• *rod,. 10.6.1.4...a.,

QUEEN AND HER COURT
xi

SPORTS

III North Calloway Elementary
School's Site-Based Council wilt meet
at 5 p m Monday at the school
• East Calloway Elementary
School's Site-Based Council will meet
at 3 15 p m Tuesday at the school

•••

•

II See Page 2

Lyon
remembers
boyhood home
It took Clyde Lyon 60 years
to write a book about his boyhood experiences.
Lyon, who grew up in the
Fort Henry/Blue Spring Area of
what is now Land Between the
Lakes, in Stewart County,
Tenn., put his memories of his
younger days in a book entitled
"A Country Boy from Owl Hollow." The book includes several
references to Murray and is
available at local bookstores.
The idea of writing the book
was suggested to him in the
1930s, but the project was continually moved back until 1992,
when Lyon finally set out to
show that life back in those
days was not entirely dull.
After graduating from Stewart County High School in
1933, Lyon owned and published the Stewart County

• 1,6:

•'4.

Times

Mandela new president
By TINA SUSIAAN
Associated .Press Writer
CAPE TOWN, South Africa
tAP) — Nelson Mandela was
chosen South Africa's first black
president today by the new multiracial parliament to complete the
country's remarkable transition
from white ulc to democracy.
"Today we are entering a new
era for our country," Mandela
told tens of thousands of cheering
supporters moments later from
the balcony of nearby City Hall.
With the majestic Table Mountain in the background. Mandela
addressed the country from the
Name balcony he spoke from on
Feb. 11, 1990, the day he was
released from 27 years in prison.
'The people of South Africa
have spoken in these elections,"
he said. "They want change —
and change is what they will
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II Drummer...

FROM
The first man is thought to be
in his mid-30s, 6-feet tall. 250
pounds with redish hair a musta...he and possibly a beard.
The second man is also in his
mid-30s and approximately 6-feet
tall. He is about 140 to 150
pounds with a slender build.
An investigation is continuing
by the Kentucky State Police,
Calloway County and Marshall
County Shefiff's Departments.
- Marshall County authorities
are continuing their investigation
of another armed robbery, which
occurred late Thursday night at
the TNT Mart just outside of
Hardin.
An armed man kidnapped the
store's clerk as she was locking

the door. According to reports,
the woman was forced back
inside the store and forced to
give the man money.
Approximately S300 was
taken.
Reports indicate the gunman
then ordered the clerk into her
vehicle and drove her a short distance from the store before ordering her get out of the vehicle.
The car was later found at a
nearby apartment complex.
The suspect is described at a
white' male with blond to light
brown hair. He is approximately
5-11 and 200 to 215 pounds. At
the time of the robbery, he was
wearing a black mask, black
sweatsuit and black hightop tennis shoes.

11,Mandela...
FROM PAGE 1
sat on the opposition benches for
the first time in his 22 years in
parliament.
In a show of reconciliation,
Mandela and his main black rival,
Zulu nationalist leader Mangosuthu Buthelezi, embraced and
shook hands in front of the
speaker's podium.
Mandela and other top ANC
officials, including his estranged
wife; Winnie, then became the
first members sworn in to the
National Assembly. They were
followed by ranks of new lawmakers — black, brown, white

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
41.

Pick 3
4-7-9
Pick 4
0-8-4-5
Lotto
12-17-18-38-39-46

Sponsored by:

and Indian-elf' business suits, saris, robes and flowing dresses of
brilliant African colors.
The ANC won more than 62
percent of the vote in April's
national elections, giving it 252
scats in the parliament.
De Klerk's National Party,
which had ruled since 1948 and
implemented apartheid's laws,
won 82 seats, followed by
Buthclezi's Inkatha Freedom Party with 43.
The remaining seats were
divided among the 'white, proapartheid Freedom Front, the liberal Democratic Party, the black
militant Pan Africanist Congress,
and the African Christian Democratic Party.
The assembly chose Frene Ginwala, a women's rights activist
and head of the ANC's research
departrntnt,.as the new parlia.ment speaker. Nominated by
Winnie Mandela, she pledged to
"make sure that every voice is
able to make itself heard."

EARN
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FARM
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4;1 753.4703
Bob
Cornelison

In the April 25 edition of the
Lcdgcr & Times, it was reported
that a Calloway County grand
jury did not indict two individuals charged with sex-related
crimes. However, their attorney,
Rick Jones, said Billy Waid
Roberts and Tammy Smith were
never charged with any offense.
He said an affidavit was filed
alleging misconduct, but the
grand jury did not find sufficient
evidence to support those
allegations.
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FROM PAGE 1
vine with his wife, Sadie, who is
mentioned in the book."I tried to
write it several times before now,
but it was delayed by World War
11; and besides .that, back then I
had ..to do it on a typewriter
because we didn't have computers, And 1 would get down to the
bottom- of a page and ,realize
.should ... have put something in
closer to the lop.
"Then computers came along
and they were the answer," he
said. "I kept everything in my
memory all those years, and I
actually rewrote the book twice
before I got it just right. I've had
so many young people read the
book and tell me they enjoyed it,

band

members! Mike Farris, Steve Burgess, Bob Watkins, Rick

"Your experiences and what
you see and do often will influence you more than any kind of
music," said guitarist Bob Watkins, 31-, -of Nashville, Tenn.
Take their unusual name, for
example.
Guitar player Rick White, 26,
of Knoxville, Tenn.., comes from
a family of musicians. His greatgreat-uncle was a blues guitarist
in the 1920s.
"My uncle played a Cheetah
guitar," White -said. "Everyone
said he could make that Cheetah
scream. So we took a little family
lore and stretched it to come up
with Screamin' Cheetah
Wheelies."
And like his uncle, White can
make a guitar scream.
White and Watkins combine
their guitar expertise in the midtempo "Ride the Tide" to create
a sound "like vintage Van Morrison- transplanted to the 1990s,"

and

.-

that pleases me. It's all true
except for things that I just heard,
and I say that in the book."
The hod( is a series of short
stories about Lyon's experiences,
running from the summer of 1915
through March, 1929.
Two of his favorite arc "Blackloot," about a wild fox he tamed,
found on page 136 of the book;
and "That Model T Ford," on
,page 141. "We pow(' to Owl Hollow
(later changed to Wildcat Hollow
by LBL) in 1919, and there were
no cars there until 1923," Lyon
said. "Papa (Lyon's father)
bought the car from one of my
uncles, that it kept you busy driv-

n.i... (usPs )it-7oci)

Mornay Lodge, & ranee os • manta*, of the.
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FROM -PAGE- I
on Chicago's northwest edge.
Four others had been dumped in
nearby rivers. All had been killed
from 1972 through '1978.
The search was revolting beyond comprchcnsion. Kneeling in
muck, reeling from the stench,
Genty endured a week of 10-hour
days digging his gloved hand
through decomposing flesh into
rib cages or finding his fingers
stuck in eye sockets.
Gcnty, now a patrol sergeant
skith the Cook County sheriff's
police, recalls "kneeling there
and going, 'Oh, my God, this
basement is full of kids."
Among those kids was
19-year-old John Szyc, who had
disappeared almost two years
before. His parents last saw him
in January 1977, on one of his
weekly visits from his new apartment in Chicago to their home in
suburban Des Plaines.
When Gacy stood trial in
February 11980, Szyc's parents
were in the courtroom "to show
there was somebody who cared
about those boys," said his
mother, Rosemarie.
They heard testimony about

-sodomy, sadism -ancI- 4014-Stre,the
most chilling from victims who'd
managed to escape. Gacy lured
high school kids with promises of
high-paying jobs; he picked up
gay men and male prostitutes
with the promise of sex.
Prosecutors maintain 'Gacy
confessed to the slayings and
drew a detailed diagram of his
crawl space graveyard. Gacy's
trial lawyers contended he was
insane when he killed„ but Gacy
later rejected that defense. He alo
denied ever confessing or drawing a map.
Testimony showed victims
were frequently handcuffed and
repeatedly raped. Most were
strangled after Gacy tricked them
into allowing him to slip a rope
around their necks, then slowly
twisted it tighter and tighter with
a stick.
In court, and in the years since,
Szyc's father has felt he himself
was choking.
"I didn't believe what.) was
hearing. I couldn't believe that
this was going on,",_ Richard
Szyc, 58, said in an interview at a
lakeside park near the couple's
home..
"I have nightmares. 1 go crazy.
Sometimes I think about walking
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and frustration so common
among musicians chasing an elusive dream.
"I'd put in eight or nine hours
a day working construction and at
6:30 1 was in the rehearsal room.
I molded my life around that
dream so when I got my break I
wouldn't be tied in," Burgess
said.
"We've sold plasma and lived
on,. S30 a wgek" Farris
With two--hits and a third
single, "This Is The Time," to
be released from the debut album
within three weeks, The Screamin' Cheetah Wheelies believe
the days of "living on peanut
butter and crackers" are behind
them.
"My goal a year from now is
,to be on the cover of Rolling
Stone, but more importantly, to
hc on the cover of Rolling Stone
a year from now and still be coya material- 15 years from now,"
'Farris said.-

,ing it."

"Back then, people would have
milk delivered to their houses,
and if they wanted it, they could
get one of the bottles full of whiskey and nobody would know,"
he said.
•
Lyon said he likes aspects of
both modern times and the days
when he was a child. "I'd like to
live in a hollow like we did then,
but I'd like to have electricity
and 'running water," he said.
"The one thing that was different back then was that time
wasn't as important as it is now
— back then, if., you didn't get
something done, you always had
tomorrow, but now, you've got to
get things done because something else is waiting," he said.

Lyon said Owl Creek was 18
from Murray, where
one of his uncles lived. "Even
now, every time I come to Murray I get lost," he said.

to 20 miles

One of Lyon's uncles made
whiskey, and it was there that he
got his first taste of the beverage.
He also said that notorious gangster Al Capone bought every
bottle of whiskey Lyon's uncle
ever made. "I saw their big black
cars when they came to get the
whiskey," he said. "They, took it
out in buckets and poured it into
tanks in the cars; But they never
let, me handle any of it.

into-this- lake

about suicide.
dream as if I'm next — the man
is strangling rue."
Rosemarie Szyc, also 58,
speaks in a monotone and seems
emotionless until she, recalls the
good times with "Johnny," the
third of five children, a boy who
made funny home movies and
dreamed of being a television
cameraman.
It is the only time she smiles.

753-4175

Contact Paul & Vickie Garland

753-2905

Psychologists who evaluated
Gat:), traced his problems to a

troubled childhood, with a violent
lather who drank a lot, called his
son a sissy and showed him little
love. They said his crimes were a
ritualistic acting out of his childhood demons, with Gacy as the
lather and each victim the tormented son.
"My gut (feeling) is that
there's no remorse whatsoever,"
Keefe said. "1 don't think he's
capable of it."
Gacy is a master of denial who
"erects the mightiest persona, to
appear to be OK," Keefe said.
"There probably isn't even a
real Gacy. When you cut away
the artifice ... there probably isit't
even a person there at all."
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captain,-a costumed- clown_ _at
children's parties, an ex-convict
who'd served time for sodomy in
Iowa in 1968.
In his windowless cell at the
Mcnard Correctional Center in
southern Illinois, Gacy, now 52,
painted pictures. Exhibitions of
his cartoon-like paintings, including portraits of the Seven Dwarfs
and serial killer Jeffrey Dahmer,
have drawn the morbidly curious.
Keefe says it's been his "compulsion" to try to understand his
client.

David Keefe, the attorney
who's-handled many of Gacy's
appeals, said his client spent
much of his time in recent weeks
on what he called "trivial" matters, examining old business
records and talking to..reponers.
"You or I would be sitting
there frantic ... trying to marshal
every possible resource aimed at
the May 10 date," Keefesaid. "I
think he denies .the reality."
Gacy was first scheduled for
execution -June 2, 1980, but
repeated -appeals — including
three to the U.S. Supreme Court
— kept him alive. _ Just Friday, Gacy's legal team
lost bids in federal court, Cook
County Circuit Court and the Illinois Supreme Court to delay or
stop the execution. Lawyers said
more action was planned before
Tuesday.
Before his arrest, Gacy was
many things: a twice-divorced
father of two, a successful contractor, a Democratic precinct

GRAPHITE

kAens-narrnitent

Glondsis at WhIlnell

Murray native

according to Atlantic Records.
"One of the greatest things
about music is to try to make
someone else feel what you're
feeling," White said. "That's
what I try to do when I write a
song and that's why our music is
graspable to a lot of people."
Their unpretentious songs are
the result of an intimate rapport
developed during the band's first
practiec just three years ago.
"The moment we got together,
we just ,started jamming," Farris
said. "We wrote 'Shakin' the
Blues' the first night we played
together."
From an early age, the band
members knew they wanted to
play music.
Burgess began his quest while
growing- up- in West Virginia.
Over the years Burgess and
other members played with a
bevy_ of bands, traveling roads to
numerous towns with high 'hope's

SPRING CREEK OAKS ESTATES

I.

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

White and

▪ Gacy...

DEPARTMENT HEADS

READER INFORMATION

ROBERSON'S
HIH BURGER INN

Pictured from left are
Terry Thomas.

•Lyon...

CLARIFICATION
Shell

FROM PAGE 1
"The) play what I call hardcore blues," said Donnie Wilhams. 25, of Alum Creek, W.Va.
"I usually listen to country music, but I could listen to them
anytime."
"The singer really gets into the
music and makes it come alive,"
said Tammy Gonez. 30, of Charleston. "It h9s a jazzy, bluesy,
rock sound, kind of like The
Doors."
But don't ask the five-member
group to compare its sound to
anyone else.
"Music is like the air. You
can't describe what you can't
sec," said lead singer Mike Farris, 25, of Winchester, Tenn. "I
do one thing in life. I play music.
I'm not a great conversationalist.
I'm not a rock 'o' roll star. I'm
just.a cat playing music with all
these other cats."
The band started touring last
'summer after their album was
finished. The tour, which
includes stops in the hometown
of all band members, recently
brought the group to Charleston,
Burgess' hometowb.
The group is now on the road
with Gin Blossom and will join
The Allman Brothers and Big
Head Todd in early May, said
Jason Flom, the senior vice president of Atlantic Records who
signed the band.The Screamin' Cheetah Wheelies "create timeless, bluesinfected songs punctuated with
twin guitars and the soulfulbeyond-his-years crooning of
Mike Farris," according to
Atlantic Records.
The group's influences range
from traditional bluegrass and
blues to reggae and rock. "Anything that is heartfelt and from
the soul," said drummer Terry
Thomas,-27, Of Murray, Ky.
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Vine needs careful monitoring
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By HENRY ARMSTRONG
Special to Ledger
Trumpet Creeper is a native
climbing vine that thrives on moist
soils from New Jersey to Southeast
Iowa. south to Florida and Texas.
This vine is very common in our
area finding its home on fences. in
thickets,on roadsides,stream ban ks,
and in some cases in minimum-till
fields.
In the South, the name Cow Itch
Vine seems to be the name most
commonly used for Trumpet
Creeper. Why the "itch" is attached
to the name is not clear. Some have
said that milk from cows feeding on
the vine will cause an itching of the
skin in those who drink the milk.
Others have contended that when
cows eat the vines, an eruption
occurs on the udders ofthe cows. In
turn, those who are involveil.with
the milking of the cows can also
develop an itching of the skin. It is
true that cows do eat the vines and
most Cow Itch or Trumpet Creeper
vines that are found in cow pastures
are usual& stripped of all tender
shoots.
Trumpet Creeper was originally.
and still Is, cultivated as an aggressive, widely distributed weed. Although this weed is common,some
homeowners like to plant this vine
near their homes. Its flowers,which
appear in ! mid-lune, continue
throughout summer, making it a
beautiful addition to many landscapes.

The leaves on the stems are
directly opposite each other. They
appear dark green on the top surface, which the lower surface casts a
lighter shade of green.
The flowers which are trumpetlike in shape, come in colors of red
to reddish-orange. To those of us
who enjoy seeing birds frequent our
landscape designs. this vine is a
tremendous favorite of the Hummingbird. which often builds nests
in its tangle of vines.
For those farmers whose land is
suitable for cattle operations,Trumpet Creeper can become a problem
because of its aggressive ability to
climb almost anything within reach.
Minimum or no-till farming and
pasture conditions may lend itself to
letting Trumpet Creeper 'slip in.
Some ways in which Trumpet
Creeper can be controlled is deep
plowing and clean cultivation of
fields. However, in minimum-till
farming conditions, spot spraying
with 2. 4-D or Dicamba on label
permissible crop :11__MCCILIMendedIn summary, Trumpet Creeper is
a very aggressive vine that spreads
rapidly. New shoots sproutfrom the
roots and form new tangles of vines.
Trumpet Creeper adapts easily and
spreads rapidly. This is one reason
it should only be planted where it
can be controlled.
Armstrong is a graduate student in Murray State Universiv's
agriculture department.
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Mark Paschall, left, received a State Extension Council plaque for serving two years as the Purchase Area Representative from Dr. Oran Little,
dean of the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture.

Proposal welcomes previously
prohibited fruits, vegetables
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Agriculture Department is proposing to allow imports of some
previously prohibited fruits and
vegetables, such as globe artichokes from Argentina and cactus from Israel.
As a condition of entry, all the
fruits and vegetables would be
subject to inspection, disinfection
or both at the port of first arrival,
said B. Glen Lee, deputy administrator of USDA's Animal and
Plant Health Inspection Service.
Some of the fruits and vegetables also would be required to
.' undergo prescribed treatments for
fruit flies or other pests that pose
a danger to American agriculture.
The proposal also includes

—
—
With a Woodmen
annuity, your dollars
earn tax-deferred
interest at a
competitive rate To
find out more about
Woodmens
Tax-Deferred
Annuities. contact:

1
-1

mint from Belize; dasheen from
Indonesia; ivy, and pointed gourd
from Jamaica; tepeguaje from
Mexico; arugula. chervil, mustard
greens and lemongrass from
Peru; globe artichoke from South
Africa; tomato from the Almeria
Province of Spain; blueberries
from Ecuador; cherries from
Mexico; blueberries from Peru;
litchi from. Taiwan; aspariigus
from Thailand and plums from
Uruguay.
Before the proposal is adopted,
comments on it received by June
r will be considered.

Phone 753-4339
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real estate business"
Hal Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591

Tripp Furches, CaHoway County Young Farmer Member, recently won the
Kentucky Young Farmer Member of the Year Contest. He recently received
oneof his awards for being Member of the Year,the use of a new Case IH 7240
tractor. On hand for the delivery and presentation were Dan Mc Keel, Mc Keel
Equipment Company; Terry Medley, Area Sales Manager for Case; and
Johnnie Stockdale, Calloway County Young Farmer Advisor.

Different types of basil
provide varietrof-flavor
Each year I plant several dilIc
rem kinds of basil plants, and
most folks are curious why.
Isn't basil just basil after all'?
Is there really a differencebetween varieties'?
First. there are basils that just
look dif ferent than the "regular"
leaiy green basil. There arc two
hasils, *Opal' and 'Purple Ruffles.' That have leaves that are a
dark purple instead of the usual
There are small-leaved varieties such as •Fino Verde' Greekmini' and *Spicy Globe,' which
are good container •plants.
The small leaves are easy to
use when xou need just 3 snip or
two of fresh basil to sprinkle over
.sour ripe garden tomatoes.
Next we conic to the basils that
have a decidedly different scent
than the ordinary basil scent.
Lemon basil smells like lemon,
cinnamon basil has a spicy cinnamon and nutmeg-like scent, and
Holy basil has a heavy musky
scent that I like, but definitely
isn't for everyone.
There are still lots of varieties
of basils left, and all of them
have large green leaves. The only
way to really Understo3d the dif- ,
Terence between t'-iem is to taste
them: I enjoy Walking No le through
my basil patch and offering them
tastes of the various varieties:
The reactions vary from "yum...'
to "yuck..."
_Broadleaf sweet basil is pretty
much the strong basil flavor.
Genova has a heavy intense flavor and is my personal favorite.
Lettuce leaf has a mild sweet

Growing In
The Garden

Which basil you choose to
grow is a matter of personal tast.
Once you decide on one or two.
kinds to grow, place the plants in
a warm sunny place in the
garden.
Keep them *watered during the
summer, and you'll soon have
plenty of basil for pest°, salads
and gallons of basil vinegar.
Keep your basil cut. If you let it
flower, it will set seed and die. If
you get tired of pesto, etc.,'you
can always cut sprigs of basil and
add them to fresh flower
bouquets.
Summer is coming soon, even
if our _present weather would suggest otherwise. And the scent of
basil in the air just after a warm.
summer rain, is One of the
essences of supmer.
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Commercial Janitorial Services
•Re,ilient Floor Maintename
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*Janitorial Scrvice% •Upholstered Furniture

Call
1-800-524-7008
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n
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Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up

By Cathleen Lalicker
taste- and is one of the best to mix
in with other greens in salads.
Na'pofetano has more licorice
overtones than other varieties.
I like to use the stronger fla%wed basils in dishes where basil
has to compete with other herbs.
I use all of them for making basil
vinegar, and especially like to
add some of the purple-leabved
varieties to the . vinegar as they
turn the vinegar a nice shade of
pink.

Let Mt' list your home today!

hk,

Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Save Money
M-F 9 a m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza

UPS

CO.
BETTER BUILT GARAGE
Owner, DWAIN WARREN

MELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530

Completely Erected, Including
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built. AN

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:
A. 4 concrete floor

Commie Roots,
Oustity blinerials

I. Selt-suppartingSaS
trusted ratters 2 ft.
0.c.
J. '4" plywood
8.
decking
C. Polyurethane
° K. Seal down shingles
uncles, concrete
L Overhang covered
4..."-•111111111111C1
O. Anchor bolts
SA Overhead steel
in concrete
door
E. Treated
"
45.11.
"
:1
4
N.
Steal sondes door
t
plates
bottom
O 2x4 fascia
F. at studs, 16" 0C
aluminum covered
r
O. rt.." Blandea
P 2110 headers
underselling
•4.4 raised oat
N. Masonito, wood or vinyl siding
We otter you: FREE Estimates, References and Location of
Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
imacreriz fim
luxe Models
reinforced with
wire mesh
12" footing

1,/, CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (1800)
LARGE 2 CAR (22.22)
2'4 CAR (24.24)

$3,525
$4,325

LARGE 2' 2 CAR (24.30)

$5,425

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

$4.025

1", CAR (12.20)
2 CAR (113.20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22z22)

$4,725
$5,125

$4,625
54,825 2'.. CAR (24.24)

LARGE 2,is CAR (24x30)

$5.225
$5.925

YOUR SATISFACTION LS OUR WAI.

ASCS office accepts acreage reports
Itic Agricultural Stablization
and Conservation Service (ASCS),
office is currently acceptiflg.
acreage reports for the 1994 fard
programs.
Farmers who wish to report
acreages of wheat, barley or oats
or report a zero to hold these
bases should do so before May
15.

-Small grain crops that are not
reported by this deadline will be
subject to a late reporting fee,"
an ASCS official said.
The crop reports will have to
he signed by either the landowner
or someone who is designated as
power-of-attorney for the
landowner.

DON'T LIT THE GRASS
GROW UNDER
YOUR FEEP
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Servtng Cafeteria Style
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Only
Includes
*Your choice of one meat
•2 vegetables or casseroles
•Dinner roll or corn bread $
3
90
*Drink
(Salad and Dessert Extra)

20 Year Warranty

of the World
Life insurance Society

Barbara Holland - Distributor
(502)345-2776 • Mayfield, KY
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CALL IN ORDERS 753 2348 1
Hwy. 121 North
(2102 Coldwater Rd.)
Murray

Worth more because it does

k)
more ,111110

plus tax

SPECIAL SERVED TUES.-SAT. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.,
Dinner Buffet Open 4-8 p.m.
Closed Sundays and Mondays

Holland Fence Co,

nem.. OM el Oiniadi "Iebtarau.

call Today
41A
Professional
Real Estate

Never needs scraping or
painting, will never rust, rot or
corrode, will never chip, crack
or shatter.

it Woodmen

l

Network

Cross Country.

Designed and engineered to
withstand exposure to all kinds of
weather without deterioration.
Strong and flexible with lasting
beauty. Safe for all horses.
Howard D Hughes
Woodmen Bldg
Murray KY 42071
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Where there is no vision. the people perish.'
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FROM OUR READERS
Discussions serve best if positive
Dear Editor:
For several months I have wanted to voice my opinion concerning the controversies surrounding education today. I have too long
remained silent. Now the time has come for me to say what is in
my heart.
I have enjoyed almost 24 years of teaching in the Calloway
County system. I have considered it a privilege and honor to be a
part of educating our county's youth. I have tried to be a positive
role model for my students, and the following comments are made
out of love and concern for a profession to which I have dedicated
many years of my life.
1 feel that we as teachers, parents, administrators and citizens of
Calloway County have a great responsibility as we help to mold the
lives Ol our children. Never have young people been faced with
more situations where they have to make choices. We must educate
them toward making the right choices. We must be positive in our
efforts to achieve what is best for them. If they see the adults in
their lives arguing-and bickering about education, then they will not
, salue the educational system or the educators.
Many people in Kentucky have been harboring frustrations since
' the Kentucky Education Reform Act was made law. As someone
with a great love for teaching, I want to address these frustrations.
Nothing can be accomplished until people are able to discuss concerns in a positive, professional manner, and they must get all sides
of the story before a meeting begins.
The KERA frusttions cannot 'be blamed on nni one person,
group or school any-more than the "total educasipie of_your children can be left to one person, group or school. It takes the 'homes,
the schools, the churches and 'the entire community working
together to foster a productive citizen.
Wake up, parents, teachers and all taxpayers! The Kentucky
Supreme Court in 1989 held the entire Kentucky school system to
be woefully inadequate and therefore unconstitutional. It placed an
absolute duty on the General Assembly to recreate and re-establish
a new system of common'schools. Notice that KERA is Kentucky
law, not just Calloway County law. We have been privileged to
have two excellent school systems locally; however, this was not
, the case all over the state.
Unlike many would have you believe, our excellent system has
' not ended. It has been enhanced to help take our students into the
21st century. I and many other educators invest hours of our time
trying to make our schools successful. I for one do not like hearing,
"Oh, it must really be hard to take all of this change. I guess you
wish things would just be like they always were!"
Actually the changes are very exciting to me. I do not agree with
every aspect of the change, but I do like the opportunities for continuous education about curriculum, behavior management, teaching
and learning styles, scheduling, integrating technology, strengthening public relations between the schools and the community, and
sharing teaching ideas with teachers throughout the state and
' nation. But many are saying-in 1994 — "why change?" As some of
us remember, many felt the same way in 1960 when our five county high schools consolidated into Calloway High, yet look at the
progress which has been made since that move.
I think -one major concern that some naysaycrs have is that there
are more discipline problems today, and a lack of respect, but these
cannot be blamed on the schools. Values and morals should be
taught through the families and churches.
Never before has it been more important that the parents become
involved in education. We invite you to visit Calloway Middle and
see our curriculum in action. Attend site-based meetings, read
about the 75 KERA learner outcomes, find out what your child is
studying, communicate with your child's teachers and administrators, learn about the changing roles of various educators and educate yourself about the law concerning education. Realize that we
have many students and have patience with us, just like you expect
us to have with your child. Be fair to us, just as you want us to be
with your child.
At Calloway Middle, we are "child-centered." We "love" our
kids and take pride in our school. Anyone who disagrees has lost
the focus — a great education for all kids!
Patricia Lassiter, Teacher
Calloway Middle School

•

Parents and taxpayers can be heard

1

Dear Editor:
I would like to encourage all parents, grandparcnts, taxpayers
and anyone else concerned about our schools to attend our school
board meetings. We need to talk to our board members and let
them know how we feel about issues in our schools.
If we keep our heads in the sand, things are passed that we might
not agree with. We have to stand up for our children. We cannot be
afraid to speak out. Parents can make a difference.
We arc taxpayers. Our superintendent, board members, principal
and teachers work for us. Those are our children that they are dealing with. Parents can speak out through our site-based councils.
This is a free country: we still have freedom of speech. We should
not be condemned or threatened fdt speaking out. We are hurting
our:Adds more by being quiet.
I would like to see every parent and taxpayer at the next board
meeting. Just being there is enough. Show them we care and we are
still in charge.
Sharon Kelso
Route 7, Box 383, Murray

Attention Washington!
PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20500
U.S. REP. TOM BARLOW
1533 Longworth Office Building, Washington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S..SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)_ .
U5.-SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
302-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

Yearoing for the simple life
Along with all theise neat
gadgets, whatchamadoodles,
thingybobs and doohickics, modern technology also brings headaches, stress and hypertension.
Since I am not an electronic
wizard, I have opted to stay away
trom the more complicated
devices on the market.
)-lowever, there are certain
mechanisms that are thrust upon
unsuspecting consumers that we
must use or go without some of
life's-little luxuries like cable
television.
The local cable company has
upgraded its system and now we
have these nifty little boxes that
are supposed to make our lives
more simple.
"Supposed" is the operative
word here.
These new boxes come with a
handy remote control that will
adjust the volume so viewers do
not have to use the remote that
comes with the television. ,
So, I think the idea is to keep
people from juggling two or three
femotcS.
That's just great except lust
television is the kind that does
not turn on and off with the converter remote because it has some
kind of built-in clock or timer or
something.
See, I'm not an electronic

CROOKED LINES

Stacey Crook
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
wizard.
I think the deal is that most
people can plug their televisions
into this converter thing and this
one little remote will +UM on thebox and the television.
I'm still unsure how VCRs
work into this love triangle.
Anyway,--1 still have to have
both remotes — one to turn the
channels and one to turn the tole% ision on.
Other features of this new system include a way to program in
your favorite channels and ways
to set your VCR to record.
All this stuff sounds fantastic
except I cannot comprelfeath-Ei-enew-fangled advances. Scary, but I sort of sound like
my parents. (No offense.)
In an effort to simplify life in
general, I purchased a microwave
with knobs instead of digital buttons. There is no programming
involved. You just turn the
handle to high or defrost and turn

another to the amount,of cooking
time.
It's a cinch. I can fry up the
bacon without even messing up
the pan.
My coffee pot has no automatic timer. You fill it up with
water and turn it on. Presto, coffee that is good to the last drop.
All of my otheri. household
appliances work basically the
Same way.
I even went out of my way to
linda VCR that I could actually
figure out how to program. No
problem.
Just when everything was sail-ing along, this new system that
will be such a benefit to everyone
pops up.
I -am not blaming the- local
cable company employees for
this situation. They have been
more than ahelpful when I've
called with questions.
However, all I ever wanted
was to be able to kick back in the

recliner and turn on the television
and watch it. That's a. No programming. No picking favorite
channels. No tinkering with the
VCR:
Of course, since I am such a
technological reje‘t. I still don't
understand why I can't just plug
the cable cord into the television
and use the remote OW came
ith my set and he done with it.
I don't know of an telcs ision
set ifiade in the past In .xears that
.not cat11:-r,:a,1>
Wouldn't it be. a ‘A 1101i lot
cheaper and easier to Just has e
one little cable line to mess with?
Besides. I've had my TV for a
while so I can actually utilize all
its functions.
I could he a xeritable couch
potato if it sere only simplified.
But no, I have to attempt to
use my brain just so I can kill all
the little cells while watching all
that moronic stuff on television.
When I look at it like that. I
wonder xx hy in the world I even
worry with television. Aside from
having hardly any value Of
course ,print journalists don't
have a huge respect for electronic
media), I'm sure some scientific
study will be released any time
saying that television screens
emit some kind of toxic rays that
are killing us.
That's life, huh?

Reports on two districts unflattering
FR.->KFORT, Ky. (AP) —
.1 hey were so eager to be rid of
the school superintendent in Clinton County that the hat was
passed at a school board meeting
to raise the money to buy him
• In Lacher County,,a lot of students who didn't want to go to
school didn't have to. They were
approved for "homebound"
instruction, which let them legal:
ly skip the classroom.
Those are just a couple of nuggets contained in reports by state
investigators. They offer an
unflattering . peck behind the
scenes of two school districts that
have been among the most political in Kentucky.
Edlication Commissioner ThoIllaS C. Boysen wants a complete
takeover of the Lctchcr County
system. Someone designated t by
Boysen - literally would run the
The state has never before
intervened in a local district to
the extent Boyscn is suggesting.
The State Board for Elementary
and Secondary Education will
decide next month whether to
approve it.
The Clinton County district,
more than S600,000 in the red, is
under the gun but apparently not
in immediate danger of getting
the -big hammer. That's because
the local school board, to save its
budget. recently gulped hard,
raised taxes -and agreed to layoffs. It aims to have a balanced
budget in a year.
That would be an unusually.

...appeared that no one who applied
was rejected, the report said.
One of -eVery 10 students of
high school age — a monumental
percentage --a was approved for
homebound placement for at least
part of the 1992-93 school year,
the report said. Pregnancy is not
An Associated Press News Analysis
aiming the legal excuses hut was
one of the nrost common reasons
Numerous' witnesses interpositive development in Clinton
for placement in the program.
viewed by investigators said
County, where the investigators'
Some of the "homebound"
"money was solicited several
students sere holding down jobs
report indicates turmoil and distimes during the meeting" by the
cord have been the -rule rather
on school time. Another attended
school board's attorney and the
than the exception.
cosmetology school. One student
wife of a school board member,
was placed on •homebound
The district has an interim
the
report said. DeSpain reportedbecause his relationship with a
superintendent, Wandel Strange,
ly got SI5,000 to step down —
girlfriend had ended and he
who came out of rctircmcnt. He
would not leave her alone at
succeeded another interim. S9,000 that night and the remainder the next day. school.
Eugene Croce, who also came
The report on Letchcr County
One was placed on homebound
out of retirement but quit again
covered
a lot of ground: alleged
for claustrophobia, another for
after just two weeks.
mismanagement and probable . surgery that was anticipated but
Grocc's predecessor was B.C. theft in
the food services prognever performed, and one for
DeSpain, who came to Clinton
ram; hanky panky with the school
bringing a gun to school. The
County from Arkansas two years
district's contract for coal: report said an unspecified number
in
the
gate
given
was
and
ago
premium-rate legal fees for the
had been allowed to graduate
February during the meeting with
school board's former attorney, after spending two and three
mentioned
above.
the hat-passing
who was hauling down nearly
years on the program, getting two,
The report describes DcSpain's
550,000 a year for his work and
hours of instruction per week.
trials and tribulations in laborious
advice.
Burkich last week disputed the
detail. Suffice it to say DcSpain
Those were part of the basis
charges and said he welcomed
and his faction-ridden board
for Boyscn's charges that the locbecame quickly disenchanted
al superintendent, Jack Burkih, the June 1-2 hearing that could
result in his removal.
with each other.
was guilty of mismanagement
In Clinton County, meanwhile.
It all came to a head the night
and neglect of duty. But the
school
-boar4L-members allegedly
of Feb. 24, according to the
alleged abates of Letcher Counreport. The school board went
ty's homebOund iitstruction prog- arc "deeply involved in politics";.
into executive session to discuss
ram seemed to touch the rawest and in, the administration Of the
district. • •
personnel at 7:10 p.m. Seven
nerve.
.•
hours later, at 2:10 a.m., board
In both counties, the charges:,
Homebound instruction sup- members emerged to announce
posedly is reserved for students -.- if true ---- would indicate that
that DeSpain- had decided to
one -thing.
who cannot go to school because education reform
retire, effective in four days.
.of injuries Of poor health. But it political reform another.

CAPITOL IDEAS

Charles Wolfe
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TODAY
CALENDAR

Fe

Monday, May 9
"Salety Tips for Children and Their
Parents' seminar by Murray
Crimestoppers/7 p.m /Calloway County Public Library
Calloway County Fire Protection District 2.'Fire station at New Concord/7

:les ision
proglasorite
with the

pm

Special 'Divorce' program Tuesday

Agoraphobia Anxiety Panic Disorder
Support Group6.30 p m /St John's
risKca
otphayt Church Infoi753-1907. ask
Family Resource Center will sponsor a free program for families on
for
**Coping with Divorce" on Tuesday. May 10. from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m.
North Calloway Elementary School
at East Calloway Elementary School Cafeteria. A panel discussion for
Site-Based Council/5 p mischool.
adult family members will include both mothers and fathers who have
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
experienced personal and family consequences of divorce. During this
Accepted Masons/7 30 p m /lodge hall
Single Tocit.30 p.m./Louis's Steak
adult discussion, a young adult who has had to learn to cope with her
House. Info/753-6078, 753-7845, or
parents' divorce will lead a sharing time with children. Any parent
753-760.
during
the
program
is
and
toddlers
infants
for
needing child care
Suburban Homemakers Clubi7
asked to call 753-3070.
MURRAY CIVITAN CLUB made financial contributions to Project Gradu- p mihome of Lou McGary.
ation leaders for both local high schools at the May 5th meeting. Pic- Kentucky Barkley_ Bass n Gals/7
p m 'Sirloin Stocde.
tured, from left, are Rosemary Graham and Vicky Holton of Murray High
Purchase Leadership Toastmasters/6
School,
Ken
Barnes
and
Karen
of
Helm
Calloway
County
High
School,.
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday. May 10,
pm
and Dr. Bob Lewis, program coordination for Civitan Club. The Civitans Bingo/Water
Valley Volunteer Fire
at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. The speaker will be Dr.
ste Saturday, May 28, at Yellow Tag Day as a fundraiser for the local
Department 6 30 p m./Water Valley
Jim Frank on "Walking for Health." The SOS is a nonprofit, nondeW.A.T.C.H. members to participate in Special Olympics and other
Community Center
nominational. support and social group for single adults. Nhether
First Presbyterian Church events
events during the summer.
always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information
include Dorothy Moore Circle/7:15
;all Jeanne. 753-0224. or Linda, 437-4414.
p m w/Frances Matarazzo as hostess
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Puppets/8 p m
First United Methodist Church events
include Reach-Out Callers 11/4 p:m :
Murray Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will
Adult Disciple Bible Study/6 p m Mismeet Tuesday. May 10, in Room 109 at the school. Itellis on the agenSteely.
Ladies of Murray Country
sion Trip Planning/7 p.m.
da include procedure for posting positions, budget Committee and
Ti.
7
Norma
Frank.
Ann
Brown,
Club will begin golf play on
First Christian Church events include
rewards and discipline committee reports, and training for council. All
Patty Claypool and Ramley Apperson,
Boy__Scput Troop 77 at 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday. May_11—al
—Yawl • Tont Hopson. Mary Otray.
Tim:rested persons are invited to attcrict.
Murray High School events include
Those not listed in the lineup
Ionia Fike and Betty Stewart
Tennis hosts Mayfield/4 p m . French
but desiring to play may come
Winners of play on Wednes- Banquet dessert only/7 p.m
and be paired _at the tee. Hdstesday, May 4, have been released ,AA_ and Al-Anon closed discv-W011.
by Ann BroWn—and Belly -Scott, meeting..8 pm 'American legion BuildIts Cool In The Furnace" will he the program to be presented by --Nes-- will bcTni Hopson- and
ing, South Sixth and Maple Streets
Mary O'Day. If a person is unabhostesses, as follows:
Young Musicians 1 Choir of First Baptist Church on Wednesday, May
info.753.8136 Of 435-4314.
le to play, please call one of the
II. at 6:30 p.m. at the church. Janet Brewer is director of this group
Championship 11101( Beverly
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
presentation.
Ithstesses.
Noland, first, Mary Bogard, open 21 30 to 4.30 p m. Admission free.
and invites the public to attend the special
The lineup is as follows:
second:
PAL (Purchase AIDS -Link) Support
Tee I - Beth Belote, Edith Garrison.
First night - Diane Villanova, Group.7 p m /Lourdes Hospital. PaduNancy Haverstock and Rowena
cah Info/1-502-444-2685
hist, Evelyn Jones, secimd:
South Murray Homemakers Club will meet Tuesday. May 10, at 11
Cullom,
Epilepsy Foundation of Western
Second
flight
Betty
Scott,
Tee 3 - Margaret Shuffett. Betty
Kentucky Self-Help Group/7
a.m. at Pagliai's. All members and interested persons arc urged to
I
Ir.!, Shirley Jenstrom and Peggy
m 'basement classroom, Western
attend. At the April meeting, 15 members, one box holder member, Scott, Shirley Jenstrom and LaVerne
Ryan.
Shoemaker tied _tor second:
Baptist Hospital. Paducah
Mary Gertzen. and one guest, Oujda Osburn of Clearwater. Fla.. were
Tee 4 - Inus On. Frances Hulse.
Sigma Department of Murray
[bird Hight - Ann Brown, first.
present. The club was presented a special certificate for a donation by
Beverly Noland and Betty Lowry;
Woman's Club?7 p m.
Martha Sue Ryan and Frances
Tee 5- Mary Bogard, Diane VillanoTuesday, May 10
Ri.h.'y
tied
lor
seLond;
va. Evelyn Jones and Sue Outland.
Calloway County Touchdown Club
Fourth
flight
- Beth Belote,
Tee 6 • Peggy Shoemaker, Billie
oorbenef
ttice
t
it of Calloway Football
Cohoon, Billie Wilson and Freda
program:7 30 p m /Calloway Board
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Ladies plan golf play

MMS Council meeting Tuesday

•

Special choir event Wednesday

South Murray Club meeting Tuesday

Jane Cothran will be honored

Jane Cothran will be honored at a retirement reception on Thursday.
Maym 12, from 4 to 5:30 p.m. at Southwest Calloway Elementary
School. Ms. Cothran has taught for over 30 years in the local school
system. All friends, former students and teachers, and other interested
persons are invited to attend.

United We Stand meeting Thursday
Murray-Calloway County Chapter of United We Stand will meet
.Thursday. May 12, at Calloway County Public Library. Committee
reports will be given at 6 p.m., followed an open forum featuring
State Senator Henry Lackey, who is running for Democratic party
nomination for U.S. Representative in First District. The public is
• invited to attend.

Murray Woman's Club plans meeting

applied
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Oaks'ladies plan events
Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club will be Wedne.wday,
\lay II.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
;fin. with Mary Eleanor Outland,
phone 753-2929, as hostess.

All Breed
class planned

Murray Woman's Club will have its general meeting on Thursday.
May 12, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. A memorial service for memThe German Shelpherd Dog
ber .ho•have died during the past year will be led by Evelyn Wallis,
of West Kentucky will
Club
of
Music
Music
Chorus
by
first vice president. Special music will be
an All Breed Handling
%ponsor
Department of the club, directed by Margie Shown with Beth Stribling
the
old City Park in Murat
Class
as accompanist, will be present. Ladies who have been‘membeas for
Street, across the
Chestnut
ray
on
SO years, and winners of the -state contests will be recognized. New
True Value and
IGA,
from
street
officers and department chairmen will be installed. Hostesses will be
Pagliai's.
departDepartments.
Other
members of Garden and Creative • Arts
These classes are for people
ments are Alpha. Delta, Home, Kappa, Sigma, Theta and Zeta. Martha ,
wanting
to show-abeir---dogs--in--Andrus, president, urges all members to attend this meeting as imporother conformation
and
AKC
tant items will be presented to the membership.
shows. If you always thought
your dog had the makings of a
Overeaters Anonymous not meeting
champion, now is your chance to
Murray Overeaters Anonymous is no longer meeting on Wedneslearn how to prove it.
days at Ellis Community Center. For information and materials about
- Classes will begin Tuesday,
OA, persons may contact the World Service Organization at P.O. Box
May 10, at 6:30 p.m. and con92.870, Los Angeles, CA. 90009 (310) 618-8835.
tinue each week on May 17 and
24 and June 7 with graduation on
W.A.T.C.H. needs aluminum cans
June 14.
All dogs must be four months
W.A.T.C.H. (work activities training center for the handicapped)
older and have current vacciand
efforts
and
also
to
cans
to
help
with
its
fund-raising
needs aluminum
There will be 'a $25
nations.
give an opportunity for the clients to crush and make some money.
the five classes.
for
charge
They
may be left
The center will take the cans crushed or uncrushcd.
For information call Mary
at the center from 7:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., Monday through Friday,
Adelman at 436-2858 or Lee
when it is open; or after that time they may be left by the workshop
King at 1-502-247-8433.
door at the side of the building, according to Peggy Williams, executive director.

Wheatley girl born here
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Wheatley
of Rt. 1, Box 303, Almo, are the
parents of a daughter, Taylor
Nicholc Wheatley, born on Saturday, April 16, at 1:28 a.ni. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The Ikaby._ weighted seven

ebound
her for
ted but
ine for
)1. The
number
raduatc
I three
mg two,
week.
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Heother
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Melton
bride-elect of
PAlchoel Winters
has mode her
gift selections
from

Pits l's
Bridal R•gistry

nwhilc,
legedly
alitics";.
of the

pounds eight ounces and measurcred 19%) inches. The mother is
the former Tonya Kerr.
Grandparents arc Dianna
Wheatley of Rt. 1, Almo, and the
late Jimmy Dale Wheatley. and
Devin and Bonnie Kerr, all of
Murray.

Sandi. Elkins
bride-elect of
Jason Gamer
has mode her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

pier1imporis• Pier1imports

chargess
ate that

120511 Chestnut'753 1851
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12058 Chestnut

753-IA.51

Catherine Schwier
bride-erect ofStewart
Mencer has sefected
her decorative accessoriesfrom our bridal
registry.
Catherine
and
Stewart will be married in Yune, 1995.

Goli play will start at 9:30 a.m.
with Jan Ochoa and Linda Dick
as hostesses. lf you desire to
play, please call one of the hostesses for conic and he paired at
ti:, tee.
Winners of golf ,play on Wednesday, May 4, have been
released by Joanne Ilonelanger,
hostess, as follows:
First flight - Jan Ochoa. first,
Sue Lamb, second:
Second flight - Agnes Payne,
first, Martha Broach, second:
Third flight - Nancy Hargrove,
first, Robbie Burks, second.

Tuesday.
. May 10
Calioiray County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9 30
am. and Story HOUVIO 30 am
Social Security representabve,10 30
a m.-12 30 p m Calloway County
Public Library
Murray Star Chapter No 433 Order
of the Eastern Star 7 30 pm /Masonic
Hall
Parents Anonymous..6 p m
Info/753-0082
Coffee Brealv9 30 a m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist tChurch
Murray TOPS Chapter. Kentucky 134,
First Presbyterian Church/6 p m.
Hardin TOPS Chapter open house 7-8
pm 'Hardin Library Info 1-527-7098
Murray Lions Club 6 30 p m 'Murray
Woman's Club House
THEOS/2 p.m •Annex of Calloway
County Public Library
Murray Christian Women's Club
Prayer Coffee,9 30 a m /home of
Maryann Pavlick
Wadesboro Homemakers Club/11
a m /Sirloin Stockade
Dexter/senior activities'9 30 a m
Weeks Centeropen 8 am -4 pm
senior citizens' activities
Hazel Centerlopen 10 a m -2 p m 'for
senior citizens' activities
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting 8 p m 'American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Murray
Memorial, Baptist Church events
include Eva Wall Mission Group at
West View,2 p.m ;: First Place .Class/7
pm
First United Methodist Church events
include Tucker:Frost Circle w/E Jones
and li&,faterA/Doran/Hayes Circle at
church9.30 am
First Christian Church events include
Prayer for youth/7 a.m.; Reunion
Group/8 a.m.; CWF Group 1/10 a.m. at
Dumplins'; CWF Group 111/7.30 p m w'
June Vander Molen
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers' Day OuV9 a m. and 3 p.m.;
Estelle Gray Group w/Jessib
Smith/9:30 a m., Sharon Wells Group
veopal Howard/noon; Louella Beddoe
Group at Seafood Express/7 p.m.
St. .John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5.15 p.m.
Murray High School events include
Tennis hosts Lone Oak/4 p.m., FHA
banqyet.

Almo•Dexter Fire District meeting/7

o m 'Temple Hill United Methodist
Church.
East Calloway Elementary School
Site-based Council meeting"3 15
p.
1 m/school.
Alzheimer's Disease Educational/
Support Group/4:30 pm./board room
of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/753-5561 or 762-1100.
Cardiac Support Group/10 a m./board
room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital Info/762-1170
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County HospitaliPuryear Senior Citizens Center/9-11 30 am. and Rainey's Grocery at Jones Mills/1-2 30
pm
Murray Primary PTO skating
party/6-8 p m./Circus Skating of
Murray.
Bingo'7 p m 'Knights of Columbus
building.

We are pleased to (4
announce that
Catherine Schwier,
bride-elect of
LI
Stewart Mencer,
deher
made
has
:4
corative accessory
selections from our L4
gifts of distinction
from the Southwest.
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Casa deLSoC PA
1100 Chestnut St
753-1133
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Phoenix
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Johnson-led Suns
rip Rockets 91-87

r
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By MICHAEL A. LUTZ
AP Sports Writer
HOUSTON (AP) — The Phoenix
Suns stole the hontecouff advantage
from the Houston Rockets, and Charles
Barkley insisted it was no fluke.
We don't feel we stole one, we feel
like we have a great team," Barkley
said Sunday after the Suns beat Houston
91-87, taking a 1-0 lead in the best-of-7
Western Conference semifinal series.
"I don't think Houston blew it, I just
think we made some great shots," said
Barkley, who had 21 points and 12
rebounds.
Phoenix overcame an 18-point, firsthalf deficit, winning it behind Kevin
Johnson, who scored 11 of his 20 points
in the final period.
Houston led 39-21 in the second quarter, but the Suns, who have won 11
straight, took over in the second half.
Phoenix went on a 15-4 run at the start
of the third quarter and 13-0 in the
fourth to take the lead for good.
"A lot of our shots just didn't fall,"
Houston's Otis Thorpe said. "There
weir times we weren't that aggressive.
We played a lackadaisical kind of game
the second half. It was like two different
games, the first half and the second
half."
The Rockets doubled up on Barkley,.
leaving Johnson- free fca his foarth=
quarter show.
"He's been doing that for us all
year," Phoenix coach Paul Westphal
said. "He's one of our two unguardable
guys. When he secs single coverage, he
knows he will get a shot or he'll get
somebody else a good shot. With Charles double- teamed, he had to spearhead
our offense."
On the defensive end, the Suns knew
better than to try to stop Hakecm Olajuwon, who had 36 points and 16
rebounds.
"We were able to shut out everybody
in the third quarter except Hakeem,"
Johnson said.
•See Page 7

Knicks take Bulls in Game 1
By BILL BARNARD
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Two weeks
ago, when New York finished the regular season at Chicago with its third
straight victory over the Bulls, Anthony
Mason wasn't around.
Suspended in a ,conflict with coach
Pat Riley, Mason missed the last three
regular-season games before being reinstated for the playoffs. He played a
small role in the Knicks' 3-1 victory
over New Jersey in the first round, scoring onIst‘ six points in four games.
Then came Sunday, and Mason played a pivotal role in the-Knicks' 90-86
victory in the opener of the Eastern

Pippcn to-a-for-13 shooting after
halftime.
As Trams COT
"I felt if I was allowed to come back
FIRST 404.1100
tliss40.4)
from the suspension, I could make a
SmoutaNy. Iday
Dawes RS Satre fo• 07 Demo, erns was 54
contribution," Mason said. "Things still
Sunday, Oa y •
*Nom 102, Adam 9, A:ania one N•t••• 3
linger in my mind, but I have to put it
behind me."
CONFE RE NC E $EMIFIJiAI.S
Sundry. Noy I
With the score 86-86, Mason took a
Pt.ow.. 91 Houplon 97 Prloam dada monad -C
Naos soma
Paw Yoga SO Car-ago 1111 Now
long
pass from John Starks ahead of the
homier. $oy 10
/TNT
Indiana al ASSAM 7 p
Chicago defense and scored with 48 secCI•mtm
Uian 930 pm Me)
onds remaining, giving New York its
1111.48imery, Itley
CNcago at Nom Yost 6 pm (NT)
first lead since the first quarter.
Phase.. at Moulton 530 pm (WTI
"I broke loose because they were tryConference semifinals against the Bulls. ing to pressure the ball after the miss"
He made two big plays in the final Mason said. "John finally saw me and
minute, scored nine of his II points in got the ball to me."
"I don't know how Mason got
the second half and helped hold Scottie
AT A GLANCE

50111

-45

open," Riley said.
After B.J. Armstrong missed for the
Bulls, Greg Anthony's long shot with
the shot clock running down just grazed
the rim, and Mason grabbed the rebound
with 8.2 seconds left, lotting Chicago to
foul Starks for the clinching free throws.
the Bulls, who have eliminated the
Knicks from the playoffs for three
straight years en route to the NBA title,
led 67-52 with 3:15 left in the third
quarter, but New York outscored them
38-19 the rest of the way.
Patrick Ewing had 18 points and 12
rebounds and Starks 17 points for the
Knicks, who play host to the Bulls in
Game 2 on Wednesday.

Hard-plugging Daly Murray St.
driving to Memphis nails down
with BellSouth win OVC berth
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer

Associwed Press 13"00

John Daly picked up his first PGA Tour win since 1992
Sunday at the BellSouth Classic in Marietta, Ga.

in 1992.
Daly returned to the tour in
March after sitting out a threemonth suspension for his conduct
during a tournament in Hawaii
and a stay in a treatment center
tor alcoholism.
"This is the first tournament
I've won on the PGA Tour in a
sober manner," he said, adding
that he'll celebrate by driving
back to his. home in Memphis,
eating about a dozen donuts
along the way. Henke posted a 69 on the hilly
Atlanta Countr* Club course and
Henninger, who splits time
between the PGA and Nike tours,
shot 71, setting up his last-hole
eagle with a 4-iron from . 210
yards.
"I wasn't sure if I was capable
of winning right then," Henninger said. "I just wanted to give it
a go."
He said when.he stood over the
putt, "I was shaking like a leaf,
like that putt was to win the tournament. My heart was

MARIETTA, Ga.(AP) — John
Daly's credo was to just keep
plugging away.
He plugged away to overcome
a PGA Tour suspension and a
stay in a treatment center for
alcoholism.
"I just hung in there," Daly
said Sunday after claiming the
third victory of his career, making a final-round of par 72 stand
up to capture the $1.2 million
BellSouth Classic.
"I just kept plugging away,"
he said. "It was somewhat of an
inconsistent day. The greatest
thing about this day is I know I
can still win a golf tournament."
Daly's 14-under 274 total
earned him S216,000 and a oneshot victory over defending
champion Nolan Henke and Brian
Henninger, who made an 8-foot
eagle putt on the final hole just
before Daly made a pressure
5-footer for a birdie and victory.
The 1991 PGA champion
hadn't won since the B.C. Open •See Page 7

HIGH SCHOOL TRACK

Lady Lakers win No. 6; Tigers take second
Staff Report
Murray Ledger 8 Times
Calloway County's girls won
their sixth meet in as many tries
this season, topping the Caldwell
County Invitational Saturday. The
boys team took fifth place in the
11-team field.
Also on Saturday, Murray
High's boys' finished second in
the nine-team Marshall County
Twilight Relays.
The Lady Lakers set two meet

records at Caldwell. Courtney
McCoy finished the 100-meter
hurdles in 16.85 seconds while
the 3200-meter relay team won
its race in 10 minutes, '59
seconds.
Third place finishers for the
Lady Lakers were the freshman
It500-meter relay team, the varsity 400-meter relay team, Sanders
in the 400-meter dash and Missy
Stubblefield in the shot put.
Calloway also took first in the

300-meter hurdles (McCoy); the
freshman 1600-meter relay; and
the discus (Farrah Beach); second
place finishers were the freshman
400-meter relay team, the varsity
1600-meter relady team; Jackie
Geurin in the 800 meters and
Heidi Wilson in the shot put.
McCoy was voted MVP of the
meet by team coaches.
On the boys side, Russell
Lericki took second in the
110-meter hurdles as did the

freshman 400-meter relay team
and the freshman 1600-meter
relay squad._ David Bugden was
third in the 1600 meters while
Thomas Hornbuckle was third in
the 200-meter dash.
• • • •
Murray High's boys' scored 50
points to finish behind meet winner Fort Campbell's 78.
Murray's lone first place finish
came in the Freshmen 400-meter
relay. Allan Thompson, Markcn-

ny Hammonds, Joey Mchr and
Tyler Powcrs-won in :46.56 over
Fort Campbell and Fulton
County.
Murray placed second in the
400-meter varsity relay and the
1,600-meter freshmen relay.
Despite not placing, Murray's
3,200-meter relay team of Jason
Brittain, Greg Miller, Ryan Clark
and Jack Drake broke their .own
school record with an 8:47.

at SEMO
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State Thoroughbreds dropped two of three
games at Southeast Missouri
this weekend but will still be
making the trip to next week's
Ohio Valley Conference
tournament.
Murray State, with a league
record of 10-8, will be the No.
4 seed in the tournament ,and
will face league champion Austin Pcay Friday in Clarksville,
Tenn. Middle Tennessee and
Morehead State will face off in
the other opener in the doubleelimination tournament.
MSU clinched a spot in the
tournament on Siturday. when
they won the first game of a
doubleheader against SEMO in
Cape Girardeau, Mo., 6-4.
"This has been our goal all
fall and all spring — get in the
tournament," said 'Breds firstyear coach Mike Thickc. "We
didn't care 'about seeding or
where it was played, just get in
the tournament."
Marcus,Logan pitched a complete game four-hitter, striking
out eight in the win, while MSU
%napped a 2-2 tic in the seventh
inning with four runs on singles
by Eddie Doyle, Robbie Hunter,
Chris Godwin and Matt Culp
and a two-run single by Chris
Modde!mg.
Logan, who leads the OVC in
strikeouts, is now 6-2 on the
year.
In game two Saturday,
SEMO scored a 2-1 victory on
two unearned runs as Murray's
Jason Walker struck out 11 in
six solid innings of work.
On SUnday, Southeast Missouri scored a 4-2 victory, scoring two runs in the fourth
inning and a run in the fifth.i

Go For Gin ignores Bull for Derby crown
By JIM LITKE
AP Sports Columnist
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)—
Everything was right about the
trip except the horse that made it.
Thoroughbred racing was on
the lookout for a striking gray
named Holy Bull to break from
the gate Saturday at Churchill
Downs, run away froni the
strongest Kentucky Derby field in
a decade and not slow down until
he had plucked each of the Triple
Crown's gems and given the
game its next superstar. Instead,
it was Go For Gin that went.

And went and went and went.
Showers that began late Friday
night and continued until just
about an hour. before the race
pounded the dirt oval until its
color and complexion resembled
runny mascara. It was the kind of
surface that Nick Zito, Go For
Gin's trainer, had spent thebetter
part_ of a week praying for.
"Sometimes the best horse
don't win the big race," Zito
said, fracturing grammar as he
had tradition by winning a second
Derby in just three trips.
"It's the best horse that day.

And this," he added, "was Go
For Gin's day."
No one had to remind him
why.
"Tracks have a big part in racing. A big part. You can't put a
dome over a racetrack and you
can't tell God," Zito added, "not
to let it rain."
The day before the Dcrby. Zito
stood outsidc Barn 42 in the early
morning mist sheepishly providing a television interviewer with
details of his second minor scrape
with a rental car in only three
visits to Churchill Downs.

The moment the cameras quit has won three times and finished
rolling, he turned to a nearby vis- second in the two others. creakitor and cracked, "And if I ever ing from post position No. 6
come -back. I'm going to ask for Saturday, the slim bay colt
something to drive from the veered to his right coming out of
infantry division stationed near.the gate and bumped into Tabashere." •
co Cat. It turned out to be his
The visitor asked if the acci- only misstep of the trip.
dents had, something to do with
While everyone waited for
the rain-slicked pavement.
Holy Bull, the 2-1 favorite.pn the
"No," Zito said, "I'm like the strength of seven wins, in eight
horse. I've got no problems with starts, to assume the lead, the big
an off-track."
gray was nowhere to be found.
Evert if that's true. Zito still Holy Bull mysteriously stalled at
suffers by comparison. In five the gate, ceding the lead to
starts on off tracks, Go For Gin Ulises. He eventtially faded to

BUY AMERICAN
***BUY COOPER***
-Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 7534563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

Sceleevaa
Par 3 Golf
& Sports Center

400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753.1111

** * *** * * *** * * **

• Golf lessons Available •

Practice Range
Miniature Golf
753-1152

See page'7-2

Golf
9 Holes
$300
18 Holes
$5.00
Weekends & Holidays
9 Holes
$4.00
18 Holes
$7.00

YOU'LL BE PROUD YOU DID!

WAREHOUSE TIRE

12th.
Jockey Chris McCarron,
aboard Go For Gin, righted his
mount and went after the leader
in either case. He was a halflength behind going into the first
turn and trying to save some
horse for a challenge that never
materialized.
"I tried to case him back at the
eighth pole and he would have
nothing to do with it," McCarron
said,
"Nick told me he wantcd him

$1.75

Carts $3 00 per 9 Holes
$1, $2, 8 $350 Buckets
Batting Range
50c
N 16th St., Murray
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Expos put hurt on Atlanta

SPORTS

BRIEFS
Tigers' Allen signs with Campbellsville
Murray High senior Chris Allen has signed to play football at
Campbellsville College in the fall of 1994. Allen, also a three-year
tarter on the Tigers' basketball team, was a two-year defensive
standout at cornerback and linebacke for Tigers.

Chavez avenges only loss of career
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LAS VEGAS (AP) — Julio Cesar Chavez regained his WBC
super welterweight tide after he was forced to quit because of a
head butt with three seconds left in the eighth round of Saturday
night's fight against Frankie Randall.
A point taken away from Randall for the head butt was the
deciding factor as Chavez won by one point on one scorecard and
three on another. A third judge had Randall ahead by a point.

Women's baseball team falls in opener
FORT MILL, S.C.-(AP).— The Colorado Silver Bullets, the first
all-female-want to face a professional men's team, lost 19-0 to the
Northern League All-Stars on Sunday. Leon Durham hit two homers and Oil Can Boyd started for the All-Stars. The Silver Bullets
had two hits, struck out 16 times and made six errors.

Houston guard fined, suspended for punch
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NEW YORK (AP) — Houston guard Sam Cassell was suspended
tor Sunday's game against Phoenix and fined 52.500 for throwing a
punch in Game 4 of the Rockets' first-round series with Portland.
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The Montreal Expos shut out
the Atlanta Braves and almost
knocked out pitcher Greg
Maddiat.
,
Ken Hill and John Weucland
combined to outpitch John
Smoltz, and the Expos ended the
Braves' three-game winning
streak with a 1-0 victory Sunday.
Mackiux, a two-time Cy Young
winner, had a rough afternoon for

straight sun.
"There's no doubt the Braves
have one of the great staffs in the
last decade, but we're tough,
too," Hill said.
John Wetteland, who had 43
saves last year, pitched two per.
beet innings for his first save in
lour chances during an injuryinterrupted season. He struck out
the first five batters he faced.
Smolt/. (2-4) lost his third
straight decision. He allowed five
hits in eight innings.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Call Us I or Rates

Holland Motor Sales
Last Main St.

753-4461

Yanks get rare sweep of Bo ton
The Associated Press
After a I2-year gap. the New
York Yankees finally swept a
three-game series at home against
the Boston Red Sox.
"There wasn't a full moon,
was there?" Boston. starter Joe
Hcskcth asked after the Yankees'
8-4 victory Sunday.
Boston hadn't been swept in a
three-game series at New York

since June 14-16, 1982.
The Red Sox came into New
York with a seven-game winning
streak and hadn't lost three
Araight all season. But after playing the Yankees, they 'find themselves in first place in the AL
Fast by only a half-game.
Danny Tartahull, Mike Stanley
and Gerald Williams homered
consecutively in the sixth inning,

the Jack Van Berg-trained colt,
lived up to his late-running repu11I irs, ano cr
Lat
three-quarters of a length behind.
Muddied and badly beaten, Holy
Bull finished 18'h lengths back.
People will debate for years
why Go For Gin appropriated the
gray's trip and his spot in the
winner's circle. But it was probably ordained when the skies
opened up Friday night and
remained that way until a few
rays of sunshine pierced the
clouds_ just about the time the
baby was history.
At about the same time, Holy
Bull's owner-trainer, Jimmy

Cron, caught up with his jockey,
Mike Smith. heading for the
pa oc •
"What happened'?" Croll fairly shouted.
In *the noise, Smith's answer
could not be heard. But eveip as
the two walked toward the paddock., workmen on a ladder
mounted a name on the panel just
undcr the roof, where the name of
the Derby champions arc
displayed.
It read simply: "Go For Gin
1994'." There was no room for
explanations about how it ended
MP there.

MAKE
$1000-$3000
FUNDRAISING

Ole lust Yankees io to accomplish the feat since bon Mattingly, Dave Winfield and Don Baylor connected at California on
'stay 29, 1984.
With the score tied 3-3 in the
Sixth, Tartabull hit his sixth
homer of the season, only the
lOth ball hit into the center-field
bleachers since Yankee Stadium
reopened in 1976.

FROM PAGE 6
close. My instructions were if no
one else was in a position to
press Holy Bull that I was to
assume that role. ... But he was
running so easy I thought to
myself if he's galloping like this
at the head of the lane," McCarron .added; "he's going to be
hard to catch."
Impossible turned out to be
more like it.
McCarron couldn't have
known that at the time, of course.
And so -.Ole he piloted Go For
Gin down The middle of the final
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straightaway — the safest route
on an off track — he went to the
whip a couple of times for good
measure and even dared sneak a
glance at the rail.
"I just looked to the insidc to
see if anybody was making up
ground," he said. "I thought if
anybody came inside. I'd pull my
horse over to the rail and a kick a
little mud in their faces."
That final indignity turned out
to be unnecessary. Strodes Creek,
the Charlie Whittingham-trained
colt who went unraccd as a
2-year-old, closed with a flourish,
but still finished two lengths
back. Similarly, Blumin Affair,
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FROM PAGE 6
Olajuwon managed to lead the
Rockets back within one point,
88-87, with 28 seconds left. Then
Danny Aingc hit two free throws
and Johnson hit another in the
final 13 seconds. Vernon Maxwell missed a wild 3-pointer with
five seconds to go and then
fouled Johnson, whose free throw
was the game's final point.
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Fresh Scentsnifts, Cards,Fish More B4Get 1 FRP
622 South 4th Murray, Ky. 759-9513 +
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Auto Insurance...
Compare Our Price & Coverage

ROSS
INSURANCE
AGENCY
Ronnie

Ross &

41111W --

Danny Ross

600 Main St. • 753-0489

SAVINGS

"The fourth quarter was keyed
by KJ hitting the big- shots,"
Thorpe said. "He did good job
moving the ball around. We
needed to get a body on somebody and react better. It was the
easy opportunities we missed and
the missed rebounds that hurt

In Every Aisle, Every Day!
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PRICES EFFECTIVE
MAY 9 THRU 15, 1994

Phoenix (9-for-23) broke the
playoff record of 20 3-point
attempts shared by several teams.
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FROM PAGE 6
pounding."
Henninger played the final two
rounds with Daly, a fan favorite
who -drew-huge gallerieS- all
week.
"It looked like a football
crowd," Daly said. "It was
incredible. 'Ile last two days
were unbelievable."
Daly knew he needed a birdie
to win when he stepped to the tee
on the 499-yard. par-5 18th. He
had been using his 2-iron off the
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Atlanta, and he didn't even pitch.
He sustained a deep bruise on
his left check when he was hit by
a line drive into the first-base
dugout by Montreal's Cliff Floyd
in .the eighth inning.
Maddux was taken to a hospital for X-rays, which were negative. Maddux, 5-2 with an 0.94
ERA, is not scheduled to miss his
next start, on Wednesday at home
against Philadelphia.
Hill (6-1) gave up three hits in
seven innings and won his fourth

By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
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tee on most holes, but elected to
go with his driver.
14e)ibmined it- more than 300
yards, then put his approach into
a greensidc bunker. He had been
-making sand -saves-all-week-and
this would be no different, a delicate little shot that stopped five
feet from the cup.
"It looked like 20 feet,' he
said.
Daly lost the lead only once,
David Peoples taking a one-shot
lead when Daly bogeyed the 16th
with a three-putt from 40 feet.
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David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355
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PHOTO GALAXY* ALBUM

Now you can receive your 4" prints
already bound in a photo album at

NO EXTRA CHARGE!
C 41 process for 110126,disc or 35rntr,
lull frame color print film
,eKs• wines Ito I A PICAST.M
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Coke
12 Paoli

Diet Coke &
Caffeine Free
2 Liter

'2"
79,

Golden Flake
Reg. Potato Chips
6 oz

Golden Flake
BBO Potato Chips
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aaverap• term Pow Applicata* Terse And Depolits

99'
99'

For the Rite Aid Pharmacy near you...call 1-800-4-DRUGSTORES
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES
Ada
$5.00 Column Inch
40% Decoure 2nd tun,
aCrs. amount Awl Nun
V. I Are ma las Was Oar Petwil
$1 75 per column inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

060
070
090
130
110

MPt0Y t.41 NI
Heap Wonted
Danestic & Chlac are
Snuotion wonted
Business Opportunity
.
instruction

280
265
303
310
320
330
340
36C

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes for Rent
Mobile Home Lots for Pent
Business Rentals
Want To Pent
Apartment's of Rent
Rooms For Pent
Houses For Pent
For Rent or Lease

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Lew Notice
Notice
Personals
Cora of Thanks
h Memory
Lost & Found

010
C20
025
030
040
050

Reader Adi
254 per word, $500 rninimurn
lit day St per word per day tor
*tech ciddrtional consec-uffve
day 61.75 extra for Shopper
flues aosstflocis go Into Shopping Guide) $2.00 Orttr0 for
blind box ads.

FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry a Supoiies
Pr 0c:1.Jce
Feed & Seer]

190

370
390
400
550

larsikail.112.11tPata
A $200 leo svla be required to make
any changes to ad alter deadeye.

120
130

insurono
Exterminating
Busness Services
Hooting & Cooling
Services Offered

080
230 .
250 .
290
530

140

TRANSPORTATION

470
480
485
490
495
500

.. Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Ports
Used Cars
Vons
used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors

510
520

150
155
160
165
170
180
195
200
210
220
240
260
390

KIckIn' Kountry
MUSIC BASH

SEARS

Sat.ectay May 14 1 00-7 30

Open Sundays
1 p.m.-4 p.m.

Ran Of snnet Call (502)
I CO3. Iema•
,
474 2211 tor ,
tor, Presented by Jill
o C4.0nA
,
R,

753-2310
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Open 5pm
Mon -Tues Pizza, salads.
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks Dine -in or
carry out 474-8119 or
I 800-649-3804

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR—TR All FRS

gi,t,

,
•..:441
fosea
-14:xyVTW

3 JOB
OPENINGS

ALLIANCE

Kut 'N Kurl
would like
to welcome

Jolene Wyatt.
CREATIVE Sewing & Services.400 North 8th
753 5930 Open Mon
Wed3pm to 8pm Sun
• pm to 4 30pm

Top of The Hill
Bar & Grill
Hwy. 119 Buchanan,Tn. is now selling beer to go at 6
a.m. Monday thru
Saturday.

3M0 old male Golden Re
trever puppy lost in vacinity
of Camelot Subdivision
759-1180 or 75-3-5636

(Formerly Hickory Hal)

LOST red male Chow mix
wearing rabies tag Approximately 6 miles South of
Reward ,
Murray
492 8411

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For tree informa
ten call

Help
Wanted
ACCEPTING applications
for light industrial positions
Apply in person Murray
Employment Office 1210
Johnson Blvd Murray. KY
NOW taking applications at
The Dutch Essenhaus
Hwy 121 N 753-2334

*tree Ora clam tory."'"

s

Second Car

e
ewu,t,nuCkiiny
LAIZMIZEIM
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom

Vans, and Vans For Moving
112 So 12th
Murray. KY 42071

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

Lowest Rates In Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Doors OPer at

6 001

Knights of Columbus Hall
He

Road ,t9r,1

ROOMISOn ROaCI st :
r1 1
on Sq Hai* Road 1 4 rniIe

OPEN TO THE PUB)IC

753-0466

6

sq

NON PROF IT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

BOOKKEEPING with good
computer skills Full or parttime,depending on availability Salary commensurate with experience &
skills Send resume to PO
Box 1594, Murray, KY
42071
DO you need a GED/ Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career/ We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
._.. 753-9378 Five days a week
between 8•00am-3 00pm
This protect is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council This is an
Equal Opportunity program Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
cxsabilities
DRIVERS Team or solo
Get your own rig with our
proven no down payment
lease option plan We II
give you top pay and plenty
of miles with a 1.300. average length of haul And
you'll be leasing to the top
refrigerated carrier in
America' Call PRIME at
800 224-4585,Dept `I 14

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

KY 94 West tO

Call 502-247-3857
ask for
Donnie Tinsley
Mon.-Thurs.
10 a.m.-4 p.m.

060

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Amenta

She invites all of
her friends and
customers to stop
by and see her or
call 753-1682 for
an appointment.

Due to company
growth in the Murray area 3 job
openings exist in
the branch of a
500
FORTUNE
If
company.
selected you will be
expense
given
classroom
paid
training. We will
provide complete
company benefits,
medical,
major
dental, 401K savings. Your starting
income will be
$1600/mo. & up.
promotions
All
based on merit • no
seniority. To be
accepted you need
a pleasant personality, be ambitious,
minded,
sports
have grade 12 or
better, 21 or older
and bondable.

Murray

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
• If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a -guaranteed issue- basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199

EARN up to $1000 weekly
processing mail Start now,
no experience tree sup
plies, tree information no
obligation Send SASE to
Lifetime Dept 28 PO Box
39 Bangs Tx 76823
EXPERIENCED printing
personnel wanted Fulltime positions competitive
pay, good working condi
bons Innovative Printing
1623 Highway 121 Murray
KY 42071 Marc Peebles
(502) 753-8802
EXPERIENCED auto body
and frame technician Excellent salary and benefits
Please send resume to PO
Box 1040 P Murray KY
42071
FULL TIME SECRETAR
IAL POSITION for busy
Murray law firm Legal experience a must knowledge of WordPerfect 5 1
Salary commensurate with
experience Send resume
to P 0 Box 1040-0 Mur
ray KY 42071
NEED 60 people Lose
10 30 pounds in 30 days
New ICC% natural doctor
recommended program
Easy sate guaranteed
619 698 2419

EXPERIENCED dry wall
hanger, must have tools &
rejerences 474 8377

MANUFACTURERS
REP
National Co needs Salsa
Rep, present,/ calling on
Industraltommeraal,
Agncuttural Accounts in the
SW. KY AND NW, TN
MURRAY area Expand
w.th a Full line 01 Hap
Performance Lubncants
High Commesscns and
Product Training._

HYDROTEX
1-800-999-4712
E 0 E.
NOW hiring Part-time &
full-time positions available Apply in person at The
Big Apple Cafe. Puryear
TN Must be 21 years of
age 901-2475798
PAPA John's Pizza is now
accepting applications for
assistant manager, 5 day
work week paid training
program paid vacations.
competetive wages Apply
in person, Dixieland Center 753-6666
PART-TIME maintenance/
lanttor Must be dependable. 10-15hrs per week
Apply in person Mon-Fri
9am-12pm at Murray Mold
& Die. 506 Industrial Rd
POSITION for Apprentice
Kentucky Cosmetology Instructor at West Kentucky
State Technical School in
Paducah KY is now available Must be currently
licensed as a hairdresser
For more information call
502.554-4991 The application deadline is May 16
ROPERS Donut Shop ac
cepung applications for day
Shift Apply in person at
1409 W Main

STRAWBERRY pickers
needed 753 2047
URGENTLY need depend
able person to work without
supervision for Texas Oil
Co in Murray area We
train Write L W Dickerson
SWEPCO Box
Pres
961005. Ft Worth TX
76161
WANTED OTR truck driver
with 2yrs experience CDL
Hazmat required
502 759 4009
WILDLIFE
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens security
maintenance etc No exp
necessary Now hiring For
info call 219 794 0010 ext
7159 8am 9pm 7 days

&

HOME Health Care 7yrs
experience available
7pm 7am 753 7115
WILL clean houses & offices Satisfaction guaranteed 4.89-2062 anytime
090
Position
Wanted
ALTERATIONS and re
pairs Rental gowns & luxe
dos Ruth s See and Sew
Country Square 1608 N
121 Murray 753-6981
SEWING sobs wanted in
cluding formal wear
753-1061

Falwell Designer/Craftsman
Custom Woodworking:
Countertops
Kitchen and Both cabinets
Custom Closets
Entertainment centers
Custom Furniture_
Staircases
Architectural Drafting & Design:
Interior 3D views
Floor plans modified
Blueprints copied
Remodeling design
See your home before you build'
Bolder s PowerSource
PNZ4143 (502) 753 9250

Pout. 7 Bo.690
Mioray Kentucky

PC Repair upgraded
training at your location
Hawkins Research
753-7001

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436-2578
901-644 0679
CASH paid for good, used
rifles shotguns, and pis
tols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th,
Murray
WANT to buy: antique furniture glassware & china 1
piece or housefull Call
492-8128 between
10am-4 30pm
WINDOW air condiboners
working or riot 75.3-595.8
150

wiswel 000d Between Johnny Robertson ond GM's Store Rood

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 202 consistency ad in Classifieds every day,including the Shopper,
for S160 a month (paid in advance).

Call 753-1916 for details.
'

1993 CRAFTSMAN LT
4000 6 speed 42" cut riding
mower, 14hp Kohler engine, has grass catcher
$800 436-2351 after
4 15pm
1 SWINGSET with slide
and 1 rocking horse Price
negotiable 759 9049
3 Ton central ha electric
unit, $300 Small 1 5hp oilless air compressor, 110 or
220 electric $200
753-6063 after 6pm
ANTIQUE
492 8865

BOGARD trucking and ex
cavating inc We haul top
soil gravel till dirt white
rock rip rap 759 1828
CASE 448 garden tractor
w mower tiller log splitter,
disc . more, $3,500 obo
Craftsman 11 hp, 42"
mower, $250 obo large
doghouse $25 753-1022
For sale tobacco barn logs
20X20,$150 435 4351
FREE hickbry saw dust'
For sale hickory slab &
Hickory
BBO wood
Squares Puryear, TN
or
90 1 2 4 7 5 5 5 0
901 642 0102

Wallace's U-Pick

LARGE Sears octigon play
yard new $80 sell for 140
759-9062

Strawberries

MOTORCYCLE helmets &
shields Camping supplies
& work boots Jerry's Sport
mg Goods Mayfield KY

We are open! This year we are proud to
four acres of "Earliglow" berries for your enjoyment. "Earliglow" is
the premium berry for freezing, squeezing, cramming, and jamming.
announce

We still offer our U-pick berries for $.60 a
quart and $1.25 a quart for ordered
berries. We will be open all day Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays starting
at 7:00 a.m. and from 4:00-7:00 p.m. on
Mondays, Wednesdays, & Fridays. This
year we are going to open on Sundays
from 1:00-5:00 p.m. Bring your own take
home containers.
For
tkvin
additional
Elementary
info, call:
Pow Fare Rod
121 North
•:AI

753-0195
To place
orders:
753-2047

NEW load of lumber lust
In! Plywood SS/sheet
2X4X8 $1 & up Truckload
sale on fiberglass
$2 50/sheet & up We ve
got the product wove got
the price It needs a home
Paschall Floor Covering
/. mile South of Maze! on
641 901-498 8964
NEW metal siding & roof
mg Cover 36" cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable car
port kits 489 2722 or
489 2724
SUN tanning beds new &
used Financing available
Parts service EL supplies
Sonny
Call
or
Hooks 753 9274
1 800 540 9790
WHITE wedding gown with
train size 10 753 4097

11.

F

tub. $100

mode.

OFFICE HOURS.,
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m

MISCELLANEOUS
Public Sole
For Trace
Flee COlumn
WOn'ea

410
540
560
570

SEARS toning table Sin 1.
antique wrought iron baby!
youth size bed & bed set.
DP Ergo Trac IV treadmill
wrought iron etergee.
120
Amana microwave oven &
table wicker chair trunk &
Comp/tors
Ratten headboard 19'
RCA N, large wall mirror.
FOR sale 2 computers
upright Sunbeam digital
both 386SX computers with
scales.
Maple dining table.
MEG
1-200
monitors
color
--hard disk 1-100 MEG hard Oak bookshelf, 2 hard rock
Maple bookshelves small
disk. 8 MEG memory
deep-freeze sunflower
7539240 or 753 0148
items & lots of fabric
FOR sale Amega A 600 . 753-5677 or see at 1523
lap top footprint. 2 MEGs Oxford
RAM 85 MEG hard drive
205 OS. $625 Amega SMALL wedding dress
500 $175 Future Music ith-ig waterbed ladies Pul
sar watch 753 0789
Studios 753 6768

Articles
For Salo

CLASSIFIED

Mobile Homes For Sae
For Sale or Loose
Home Loons
Real Estate
Lake Propem,
Lots For So e
Forms For Sc i.
Homes For

PARADISE SNOW
Franchise for sale in Mur
ray Building & all equipment 442 4758

Domestic
Childcare

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and experienced, references Call
Linda 759 9553

REAL ESTATE SAl!S
270
36:o
420
43C
435
440
450
460

Articles
For Sale

Business
OPPoTturleY

Notic•

Kantams Slate Park

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sole or Trocie
Wont To Buy
. Articles For Saie
Apphonc es
Horne Furnishings
An/10,ms
Vacuum Cleone's
Sewing Mochres
Heavy Equipment
Sports Eauipment
Firewood
Music ol
Miscellaneous
T.V & Paolo
Pets & Supplies

SERviCES

ADJUSTMENTS
requested to
chock the fire insertion ol
their oak toe any error. Murray
Ledger & /knee wil be responsible tor only one incorrect InserlIcsi. Any error
should be reported Invnedately so corrections col be
Advertisers one

'Deodenes are 2 days
Is advance,

14Jslcal

Miscellaneous

BALDWIN Acrosonic
Spinet piano for sale Good
piano for beginning Students $500 436 5610

SLOW DRAINS' DRAIN
CARE ends slow drains
Removes years of buildup
in pipes, and its safe to use
Money back GUARAN
TEED, Available at Murray
True Value Home & Auto
HDW North Side shopping
Ctr

240

illeerolismous
KILL ROACHESIBuy EN
FORCER OverNite Roach
Spray or OverNite Pest
Control Concentrate
Makes 2 gallons Kills
roaches overnight or your
money back GUARAN
TEEDI Available at Coast
to Coast 604 N 12th St

1s11

250
Business
Services
K T I and Associates otter
ing a full Ii of investigative
services..-,Bei Air Center
753-3868:or 436 6099

SOUTHERN
SATELLITE

Horne
Furnishings
ETHAN Allen drop leaf
table & chairs excellent
condition Reduced to
$400 753 5950
FOR sale Yellow chest on
chest French Provincial bu
reau with little painted'how
ers trimming the drawers
$95, child sold wooden kindergarten table with 6 wood
and metal chairs $85
wooden rocking horse
$15 old wicker settee with
Call
$50
cushion
90 1 6 4 2 2 6 9 8 for
appointment
KING size waterbed
Wooden headboard with
mirror, 6 drawers underneath pad rails Call
436 5296 after 5pm

'Satellite Systems
'Sales 'Service *Parts
'Service After The Sale
'
Systems Starting At 1,299
'
Serving West Kentucky
Since 1984
DISCOUNT PRICES ON SATELLITE EQUIPMENT

For More Information Call:
(502) 753-3107

CLOSEOUT CLEARANCE SALE

25%

OFF

Entire Store wide Sale
Patio furniture, chairs, tables,
scratched, dents, as is, your choice.

MASSIVE solid oak roil top
desk perfect condition,
$600 436-2351 after
4 1 5pm

94 Things and More
1 mi. East on Hwy. 94 E
M-F 10-5 / Sat. 10-6
753-3769

QUEEN size waterbed
frame & headboard super
single waterbed complete
Queen size mattress insert
for waterbed 5mos old
328 8037 after 4pm

TRUST MARK

190
Farm
Equipment

CARPETS

1954 FORD Jubilee Farm
tractor, models NAA Call
436-2794 after 4pm

Carpet World is your Trust Mark Dealer.

••••MS.

NO OTHER CARPET is:

FOR sale H Formal) with
cultivators $1,200 Call
7532321

* Walk Tested
* Performance Rated
* Full Disclosure of Every
Detail In Writing
* Warranted Where You Can
Feel Secure
11 you tomptrv y-..)..1 -will
cvv li,-a tilnarti.

ORIGINAL 801 Ford tractor,A 1 condition 2yr old
7hp Kobota tiller Topper
for full size truck 437-3006
after 5pm
210

WE HAVE STOCK!

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

Two Locations Hwy
641 1 mi South of
c
Hazel. Ky or
Across from
Governors WI,
C arksville (615 552,8787) Er
Puryear 1-80C-264-4941

no
lkskai

d u
s
A

John
PIANO tuning
Gottschalk. 753-9600

•MATERIALS MANAGEMENT'
Purchasing Agent
MURRAY KY
FISHER-PRICE, INC.,

a leader In the manufacture of
children's toys and juvenile products, is seeking a
Purchasing Agent for their plant located in Murray. NY

Responsibilibes will include the selection and maintenance
of a global sourcing base establishing and administenng
contracts. developing procurement strcrtegies and
negotiating for best quality, pricing and delivery
To qualify for this position you must possess a thorough
knowledge of J1T MRP 11. Inventory Control Procedures.
Vendor Rating Systems as well as a high degree of
A degree in Business Administration,
computer literacy
Materials Management or related field is necessary as well
as 6-10 years of experience as a Purchasing Agent. The
successful candidate will come trom a team based, high
involvement. organization
For immediate consideration
salary history to.

WM.
Fisher price

please send resume and

Emp/oyment Manager
FISHER-PRICE, INC.
Rt. 2 Box 53A
Murray, KY 42071

An Equcd Oppcxtunny Employer m/f/d/v No phone oath or agencies please

•••

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Mambos
For See

Moab
homes For Selo
12X65 28R traitor milord
(pied veth extras $4 000
4-36 5032

edge
s• of
lurroy
• setwatMTN
mod▪ b•

14 X60 BUCCANEER
10yrs old 20r 1 bath cern
Val ha all electric excel
lent condition located in
Murray Call 247 0665 atter

DRAIN
drains
buildup
to use
ARAN
Murray
& Auto
iopping

is otter
itigative
Center
099

44.41•11MY

.4

299
ky
ENT

:e.

re

aler.

2BR duplex with satellite
appliances w d hook-up,
central h a $375/mo
Lease & deposit 753-7457

Homes For Rant

28R duplex appliances
red hook up fenced in
back yard water utility
central air $420,mo Deco
sit securitv Call 492 8393

SHADY Oasis 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking de
lance to college 753 5209

5pm
16X72 1991 ATLANTIC
2br 2 bath 13 acres
753 1014

265

1985 BUCCANEER 14X72
2br 1 ,, bath central
electric heat & air double
flooring & insulation car
port outbuilding Located
at H 7 Coach Estates Re
duce& 759 4453
1985 BUCCANEER 14X70
2br 2 bath central ha
753 445.4

p.m.

12X52 MOBILE horns with
12X52 bieit on 4br Can be
moved by house movers
Asking $1 000 7530751

1994 14X52 BUCCA
NEER Washer dryer dis
hwasher 2br 1 bath Nice
landscaping 10X14 out
building with electricity Ja
cuzzi tub new sectional
sofa and wide screen tv
included Located in Fox
Meadows $24 000 Call
759 9311 after 5pm

Mob
Naas Lots For Rent

2BR duplex $250 mo No
1102 Pogue
pets
753 0409 753 3415

MOBILE home itats for rent
492 8488

800 2200S0 ft
RE 7539698

Coleman

HARD to believe that office
space on the court square
in downtown Murray is at
fordable & available but it
is & Debbie can tell you all
about it Call 753 1266
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
7534509 clir. 753 6612

24X56 DOUBLEWIDE
3br 2 bath service pole
$10000 obo 474 8349
2BR furnished & carpeted
on 3 lots Well & sepbc
system Reduced Wilson
Realty. 302 S 12th
753 3263
A nice country home Dou
blevade on 1 acre central
ha 3br 2 bath with 8x10
front porch and 10x20 back
deck Two out buildings
nice landscaping on a
paved road Priced at
$37500 759 4416
BEST Home Center Hwy
45 E Milan TN presents
Fleetwood Homes sale of
sales 16X80 3br 2 bath.
central air all for $19999
As little as $1032 40 down.
payments $202 33,mo or
3br 1 bath 14X64. $750
down. payment $165-'mo
2br 1 bath 14X50 $650
down $135 mo Call
1 8 00 2 8 2 3781 or
9016868790

2BR duplex central ha
appliances furnished in
eluding a d Coleman RE
753 9898

1 2 3130 apts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
75 3 1 25 2
pets
days 753 0606 after 5pm
1 BLOCK FROM MSU
2br furnished duplex
$300 mo 1 year lease deposit No pets Refng
stove 1415 A Poplar
753 8734
1BR duplex apartment
stove & refrigerator turn
'shed located 2 blocks
from university & Chestnut
St Shopping No pets
$175'mo plus deposit
Days 753 4845 435 4181
after 6pm
1BR furnished summer renter. $185 mo 753 1119
1BR furnished close to uni
versay & hospital some
utilities paid 753 8756

1 a
2BR townhouse
baths all appliances in
chiding washer & dryer
deck ceiling fans tool
shed new vinyl flooring
new paint tree lawn care
Coleman RE 753 9898
2BR townhouse new, spa
pous all appliances includ
ing washer & dryer
753 4573
2BR very nice appliances
& 'lawn care furnished
deck wd hook up central
ha Available now Cole
man RE, 753 9898
1 a
3BR townhouse
baths all appliances in
cluding washer 8 dryer
deck, ceiling fans tool
shed new vinyl flooring
new paint free lawn tare
Coleman RE 753-9898
ALMOST new 2br duplex in
Northwood Stove refriger
ator dishwasher w d hook
up gas central ha No
pets. S400-mo . deposit
Days 753 1953 nights
753-0870
EMBASSY 2br, central
gas appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898
FOR 3 college students,
partially furnished avail
able June 1st $150/mo
each 753 9564
FURNISHED apts renting
now Available in May No
pets Also sleeping rooms
Apts
Zimmerman
753 6609

1BR near MSU appliances HILLDALE Apartments
CUSTOM build or buy from furnished Coleman RE under new management
Come see the changes tak
our huge inventory Save 753 9898
mg place Now available
BIG BUCKS $$ during
2br apartment 24hr mainmonth of May, See Ed. 1BR on North 4th deposit
$185'mo
tenance Handicap acces
Chuck Bill or Johnny for No pets
753 8848 before 9pm
Office hours
sible
your best housing value
8am 4 30pm Mon Fri
Dinkins Mobile Homes, 1 OR 2br apts near down
Equal Housing Opportun
Inc Hwy 79E Paris TN town Murray 753 4109
ity 437 4113
1 800 642 4891
1 ROOM efficency apartFOR sale by owner 1988 ment, $200 mo Available KENTUCKY Lake, Lake
Buckaneer 2 large bed- now 1602 Olive partial util- land Westly Village 1 br
rooms with baths all ap- ities
Coleman RE, apartment, utilities in
eluded rent based on inpliances underpinning, 753 9898
come Elderly handicap &
porches & tires Take over
Call 1 ROOMS for rent at 1614 disabled Equal Housing
payments
Olive Utilities furnished
O pportunity
901 469 5040
Share kitchen living room 502 354 8888
LAKELAND QUALITY & bathroom facilities Walk
HOMES Benton Ky Why to MSU Coleman RE LARGE 2br stove and frig,
carpet Utilities furnished
pay rent"? With your good 753 9898
$350 759 1987
credit and 10% down you
can own for less than rent 2BR 1 bath duplex central LARGE duplex in private
1994 14X56 $146 per mo gas ha,ved hookup, like area Central air gas heat
1994 14X68 $166 per mo new appliances furnished
all appliances S450 mo
1994 16X60 $198 per mo $400'mo lmo deposit
Lease plus deposit No
4480
5725
435
436
or
1994 16X80 $219 per mo
pets 759 1087
1994 28X48 $291 per mo 2BR, 1 bath duplex, garage
Free air with each New with automatic door MUR CAL Apartments now
Horne During the month of opener dish washer, gar- accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
May Lakeland Quality bage disposal, vird hookPhone 759 4984 Equal
Homes, Hwy 641 2 mile up, central ha, $450/mo
North of Benton Jack lyr lease Day 753-7688, Housing Opportunity
Thompson Bill Crader, nights 759-4793
NEW 2br, 1 bath gas tea,
502 527 5253
appliances furnished
2BR apartment in NorthOWN cheaper than you wood, $280/mo 759 4406. Washer/dryer hook-up.
'$400 per month, 1 month
can rent! 1992 3br, 2 Ekiti.16X80 deluxe Fleetwood, 2BR brick duplex in North- deposit 1 year lease No
pets Call 753 0472 leave
Glen Eagle, central ha. is- wood Central hia, ap
message
land kitchen, ceiling fans & pliances furnished, no pets
mirrors throughout, beau- Lease & deposit required
NEW duplex 2br. 2 bath,
tail wallpaper. bar, double Call 753-7185
garage and utility room Prisink in master bath, doll
2BR duplex Great neigh- vacy deck with all aphouse windows Northern
borhood Central ha Dis- pliances furnished & vied
built home . must see to
hwasher, refrigerator, w/d hookup. $475/mo with dewas new
appriciate
hookup $375 mo, 1 year posWand 1 year lease No
$26,900, will sell for payoff
pets Located at 1813
lease Deposit no pets
of $21,500, payments are
Ridgewood 753-5524
1906 B Westwood
$213 36.'mo 759-9062
days 753 6854 nights
753-8734

NEW large duplex 2 full
baths gas heat in prrvate
area lease & deposit
$500mo No pets' Days
nights
753 11 5 5
753 1623
NOW taking applicabons
for SecOon 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor 906
Broad St Extended between 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
PASTURE & barn space
with 1br furnished apartment Utilities & cabie included 5 miies horn campus $350mo Ready May
15th Days 753 1362,
nights 435 4236
VERY nice 2br 2 bath du
plat appliances furnished,
central gas heat & air
$475-mo 1 mo deposit 1
yr lease No pets Call
753 2905

2BR house near university
$350 mo 73 1651 or atter
5pm 469 2266
3BR 2 bath white stone
w gray vinyl siding fenced
in yard 6yrs old on nice lot
on Camelot Dr $550 mo
753 2339 753 8767
3BR house available June
1st Central h a dis
hwasher garbage dis
posal stove & refrigerator
furnished $425mo Deposit required Call 753 2981
leave message
NICE 21x house unfurnished with carport storage
shed appliances, gas heat.
ac. no pets $400 mo
753 7920

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40 mo 759 4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able Call 753 2905
370
Livestock
& Supplies
PETER Pumpkin Eater's
wife would have stayed
home if she d had a beaub
ful carefree PVC fence
Holland Fence Co Mayfield Ky 345 2776
YEARLING & 2yr old Sad
diebred colts Saddlebreds,
mares & geldings Regis
tered Racking Gelding
Quarter Horse X Thor
oughbred type Philly
753-9390

40 SECLUDED acres a
deal fora mini farm will sal
all or part. 8 miles Ndrth
west of Murray 753 3781
leave name & number

Anniversandary Safe!
GRAND OPENING of AREA RUG GALLERY

COMMERCIAL property
for sale several locations
Call Mur Cal Realty
753 4444 P S Restaurant
with equipment

/—

* Track Less from $6.99
* Plush from $3.99 psy
* Berber from $4.99 psy

-'
psy

Extra Heavy 36 oz. Commercial Plush
from $3.49 psy

Half Price on Short Rolls
30 ft & Under --- HUGE SELECTION!

Pr1nva VxDcd Ai tolh 3..ciccri9bna
Sculptured
from

84.99

psy

6 ft Wide & Under

We ore never under sold in friendly personnel. ,
VISA
TWO

r

Hwy 641. 1 mi
South of HoZel. Ky

u
dr..
Mo

A

1-800-264-4641

.D.44144.-44.- ••••

NEW duplex for sale Cambridge Estates Gene
Steely 753-6156

•-•......41-440.6.4111•411.401141116.4111.40..•

•

LIM
ProPenY
NICE cabin 2 minutes from
boat ramp available for
summer rental Weekly rate
& weekend packages avail.
able 753-2339. 753-8767

MASTERCARD

127 Terminal Rd
across from
Governor's Mail
behind Wendys in
ClOrkSville. TN

1-615-552-8787

-

KY Lake lots priced from
$3 000 to $19,500 All
wooded & most have beau
Mut views of KY Lake Contact Kopperud Realty,
753 1222

Auto/Boat Carpet 9.49 psy

OVER 650 AREA RUGS ON SALE

LOCATIONS

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courte
ous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

100X140 SOUTHWEST
Villa subdivision All city
utilities. reduced $17.500
753 4873 after 6pm

C

Beals
Bolero

lialetcyclea

1304 OLIVE Ei+bid Excel
*int Blvd location 2 story
colonial withcolumns LA
formal dining library large
Kitchen with island & pan
try Large tarndy room with
fireplace 5br 2 full 2 ,
baths Welty room patio 2
car garage Price reduceel
Cali for ape! 753 7689

1987 YAMAHA 0T50
moped excellent condition
low miles 753 8756

230r 1 bath central gas
ha carport 753 0859
days 753 5214 evenings

1972 FORD Galaxy 500
4dr 24 XXX miles $2 000
like new can be seen at
Solar Dr 1318 753 1377

2BR 1 bath. 2 car garage
good well good neighbor
Stella area
hood
753 9823
2 STORY 4 or 50r 2
baths on large secluded
wooded lot $126000
753 7231 after Spin
2 STORY house 3br 2
baths on 4 7 acres 9 miles
N of Murray on 641
437 4995
3BR 2 bath white stone
with gray vinyl siding
fenced in yard 6yrs old on
nice lot on Camelot Dr.
753 2339
$69 900
53 8767
3BR get a way awaits you
in tea roomy & tastefully
redecorated brick home
with large 3 car garage
Screened back deck over
acre pond &
looks
acre wooded lot Contact
Realty
Kopperud
753 1222 MLS a 5422
bath, like
3BR home,
new, located 1201 Mimosa,
new ha units new carpet
new roof Call Mur Cal Re
alty 753-4444
4BR 2" baths plenty of
closets gas central ha,
carpet large rooms with
ceiling fans located on
large corner lot with plenty
of trees in Kaskey Area lyr
old Call for appointment
489 2520
4 NEW 3br houses with city
sewer gas etc Priced in
$70s & low $80's Call Bill
Page Building Contractor
753 3672 after 5pm
A NEW listing! 2 story 3br,
2, bath home under con
structron located in Quail
Run Subdivision. 2200sq ft
living area Call Mur Cal
Realty 753 4444
A very talented home, Mas
great room
ter suite
high ceilings Split 3br ar
Be
rangement 2 baths
the first to live in this one
Call 753 1492 Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
BEAUTIFUL 3tx 2 bath
brick home in the city on 1 4
acres Excellent condition
with many extras 1511
Martin Chapel Rd
753 7957

1989 500CC WAVE run
ner $2 500 436 2593

1977 FORD LTD 2dr low
mileage excellent interior
one owner 753 6931 afternoon or evening
1978 CADILLAC 4dr,
leather interior good condi
hon $1 600 Call 753 5142
days 753 3050 nights
1982 CORVETTE white
red leather JVC CD player
$9500 obo Call 759 9311
after 5pm
1982 FORD Mercury LN7
$900 good condition
436 2528
1985 CELEBRITY V6
p b auto Call
p s
753 9610 after 6pm
1987 OLDS Toronado
good consition Clean well
maintained All power very
sporty perfect graduation
present $3 950 Daytime
753 0183 evenings &
weekends 901 247 5524
4988 MAZDA RX7 GXL
48 XXX miles loaded
$8000 obo 759 1010
1990 GRAND Am SE. ra
low mileage $7.300
759 1969
1990 RED Geo Storm
auto air 51 XXX mites
good condition $6 000
753 4108 6pm 9pm
1990 TOYOTA Tercel
39 XXX miles red $3,750
753 6741 leave message

LOOKING FOR THAT
ONE that's hard to find/
Here it is' Central gas heat,
central air, screened porch,
TP windows. and look at
thisf Three bedrooms, two
baths, and priced in the
$40's If that's not enough,
add Southwest School District 20X22 garage with
paved drive Call 753 1222
to see #5438
NEW 3br, 2 bath with whirl
pool tub, cathedral ceiling
in living room & dining
large kitchen. 2 car garage
N 16th across from Sullivans Golf Course Call
492 8873 or 492 8238 from
6-10pm evenings
NEW home 1906 Melrose
4br. 3/, bath, 2400sq ft
Could be yours Call Mur
Cal Realty 753 4444
NEW listing' 3br & 1 bath
home on 2 nice lots Lo
cated Almo Ky Good con
&ion Call Mur Cal Realty,
753 4444
SPACIOUS 3br 2 bath
with great flowing lay out
beautiful kitchen breakfast
room seperate dining
room Lots of extras country club view Call for your ,
appointment today
753-2905
WOODLAND masterpiece
Matchless two story cedar
in pastoral beauty three
bedrooms 2 5 baths for
mal dining pegged wood
floors island in country
kitchen security system all
on 2 9 acres Call Century
21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
753 1492

CLASSIFIED

441.44411. 44. • •
,
•0

• -•

1991 PLYMOUTH Laser,
black good condition
759 1675
1992 EAGLE Talon
loaded 753 8613 after
5 30pm

1988 S 10 Blazer talaak
4 3 aluminum wheels few
pl cassette tat cruise &
tinted windows 1972 GMC
85 XXX miles good work
truck 753 6063 after 6pm

1992 GRAND Prix 2ck SE
grey loaded 74 XXX
miles $8 000 obo
753 5094

1989 NISSAN 56 XXX
miles good condition pr
rced to sell 753 4798 after
5pm

BEAUTIFUL red garage
kept 1990 Pontiac Grand
Am quad 4 16 valve en
gine $6 500 Serious inquires °nail 753 0737

1992 WHITE S 10 Tahoe.
swb p5 pb air arnarn
cassette V6 5sp 38.XXX
miles. excellent condition
753 8183 or 753 9198 after
6pm

LOOKING for a graduation
gift7 1991 Toyota Supra
Excellent condition one
owner dealer serviced and
factory warranty Auto. cd
sunroof, and security sys
tern Call 753 2882
PONTIAC 6000 LE white
4dr, 1985 model power
windows & doors high
miles decent condition
$1 200 Call 759 4168 after
5pm or leave message
SHARP 1982 Z 28 white
with graphics tinted win
dows, auto $2,500
474 8054
495
Vans

1981 RANGER 17tt bass
boat 150hp Mercury
loaded excellent condition
Call 753 7275 after 6pm
1986 MONARCH 17e alu
minum 40hp mariner bass
crappie rigged New seats
TM LCR flasher 753 9339
after 6pm
1987 CHAPARRAI 20ft ski
boat 230hp double axel
trailer mint condition
$10 900 Call 753 46.-3
days 492 8479 nights
1988 19ft Laser with
150mag 2 Mariner $7000
Call 436 5701 after 4prn

RED 1993 Toyota 4X4,
excellent condition
$12900 759 9305

GIBSON 1987 42 house
boat twin 220 crusaders 2
ACH7 a, Kohler gen
Flybridge/Bimini, electron
les excellent conditruri
extra clean $50 000
615 646 0327 (leave mcis
sage) Picture spi c
available

510

Campers
1988 24 PROWLER
loaded spotless condition
53 8625
1989 16FT Casita camper
trailer self contained tis
antenna & stereo battery
system $5,500 759 9522

*Ca.

MINNKOTA bow mount
trolling motor. Model 59)
8-speed. 411trust, foot con
trolled. with 2 marine batteries Used very little S350
Daytime 753 0183. evening s & weekends
901-247 5524

1989 WINNEBAGO 24ft
mini motor horne 14 XXX
miles $15,000 1991 20tt
pontoon boat 40hp Evin
rude fish finder & trolling
motor, $6 000 Call
436 2593

1982 FORD Econoline con
SEA Ray 1976 Cutty Cabin
version van, new to built
22ft. new 235hp 10 Mi-rself
FOR sale 1982 27tt
engine with 2.5XX miles,
Bimini top. $7 500
cruiser,
riantained Alia Alasampee_.
many new items. -101530—
1294, n!ignrs
Good condition, new awn --Days 7b3
obo 753 4249
435 4236
mg in 1991. $6,500 obo
1986 FORD conversion Call 502 753 8284
TOM Saw4er 19 radio,
van 66 XXX miles, exceldepth finder, cassette
520
cOndition 753-5309
horns cony top 165 Murc,
Boats
new upholstery ext prop.
8 Motors
new trailer dual axel Also
boat lift motor & gear
BASS boat outlined $2400 436 2261
obo 436 2463 after 6pm

CLASSIFIED

Dial-A-Service

i

B NEW Irstingl 1 5 miles
South on Hwy 641 Beauti
ful setting 3br 2 bath
home on 1 6 acres Home
built 1990 Call Mur Cal
Realty, 753 4444

1980 VIP 16 open bow
90hp Johnson Shorehne
trailer lots of ski equip
ment runs & drives perfect
$2 300 obo 759 9196

1990 WHITE Eagle Pre ,986 S 10 TAHOE auto
neer loaded 37 XXX per pd p.1 cruise till ac
4 cyc engine has 65 XXX
miles asking $4 800
4 8346500 474 8891 or
4 105$3
7
489 2731 after Sprn

... c.,

BY OWNER 3br, I, bath
brick ranch Eat in kitchen,
formal dining room living
2 PARROTS. hand raised
room, family room with 'a
very friendly & talkable,
"''--bay window Central gas
$500/ea Will consider payair, wall to wall carments Baby Cockateeie heat &
pet ceiling fans Iacono
$25/ea 901 644 3107
14x14k storage bldg Lot
7MOS old male chocolate 75x150 adacient lot avail
Lab had shots & papers, able Walk to banks & shop
needs good home $200 ping Priced to sell, mid
$70's _ Call for appt
_753•7258
753 4359
safe
obedient
an
HAVE
LAKEFRONT home 4br.1r:
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons dr fr. lots of windows and
Serving Murray for over deck Spacious, beautiful,
12yrs 436 2858
landscaped grounds private dock ancklaunch Serious Inquires only
436 5371

58 ACRES prime development properly southwest of
Murray Will break acreage
up Must sell' 759-9247

at Puryear location

•

28R duplex 411 N 5th
$265 deposit 492 8225

9
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MONDAY

Can Advertise Here For
.......'5.00 You
per week — (13 week minimum)lk

DIAL — 753-1916
(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

. ert 17,etree
°Allyn
,,,c,.„

CAMP

4A( , AC,
,
C.,44

Commercial 8 Residential • Licensed 8 Insured
James C. Gallimore, Owner

SEPTIC TANK CLEANING
7 Days Per Week

MURRAY 753-9224

808 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY • 759-1835

RON HALL

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
Call

HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
- Corral Heating & Cooing Service & Installation
( 1 Eleoricai Service 8 Installation
piigirmp
licensed Gas Merchant

Chiropractor
for an appointment

753-2962

_

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO.
Dows W.,dows Dow TracK & 1,o.eys .i-d 1-si,etor
lo' Mwai &Janos
O'fice 1502; 4892722
13,,tterworth Rd (Hwy 2991
tio,-(i ,,,,- 2 45'4 ,.''1
Marrey KY 4207'

rail 1"-: Anytime

_ 759-4685

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

Commercial Waste
15
, All Types or Refuse Service
Ati,, ,1km,..4
1-800-585-6033
!:14-Stewart,

762-1100
Pittman Wheel
Alignment

Route Manager

(JilluNly ay Go. rir.,9
D r.: u d
fc_'t F1 '.- c u ,r ,i
ri

,,t

QUALITY WORK AT FAIR PRICES
a. New Tires • Struts • Alignments
Brakes • 011 Changes & Lubes
• Wrecker Service • Shocks
Routine Service Work • Suspension Repair

753-6952
INSURANCE
c

. •:::, •

Lou V. McGary

_

408 N. 4th St.

Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

.

Murray

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

p.m.

Poison Control
753-7588

CARROLL'S
Custom

Heating & Cooling
'Serving Western Kentucky
for Over 57 Years'
TRANE 802 Chestnut

e

KY 42071
StreMy,
(502) 753-8181

MU

••-

IT • II . -: I '•

—

)

Dial Now —

/1dvertise Here!
I

Purchase Area Communications

cs SEPTic

Div of Phone Center of Murray

110

Commerciji

'Telephone Systems
'Intercom Systems
'Phone Jacks
.Paging Systems
•Telephones
Into On Hold • Voice Mail
Fax Machines
Any Typ• 01 Business Communication
No Job Is Too Big Or Too Small, We Can Do II Al

ea-esiversevelesmvebe•-eff 0`•

-

What a Way to Start the Week!!

Garden Tilling • Grader Blade Work
Bushhogging Lots
Phone
15021 492 - 8622
GERALD CARROLL

753-0342

(502) 753-6779
(502) 753-8346

I

'

Residential
'Caller I.D

VISA mc
DISCOVER
ACCEPTED

RANDY THORNTON
COMPANY INC.

You are responsible for the-deductibles that Medicare does not pay. $676 on part A. St00 on Part B
Call me for more information
FREE!IELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 8 am.-8

a

.Your Source For Metal Roofing 8 Siding

Sspr is Tanks, Sewers & Hauling

Bud

(502) 435-4699

Murray, KY

G

I ea*
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g
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909 JOHNNY

ROBERSON ROAD Cl)
MURRAY, KY 42071 • (502)753-5933
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MONDAY

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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530

So*
A Sim

krifess
Oben/

Swaim
Oland

USED boats, motors trail
ets & salvage parts for sale
Boat & motor repair Al
work & parts guaranteed
Nraine Darned Marine Re121 S
hey
pair
502 436 5464

DECK Masters Fiirason
able rases for quality work
For your free estimates call
Rick 753 6566 or Mc
753 7864

JIM S Garden Service

YAMAHA jet ski 1992 VXR
650 $3 700 753 7688
759 4703
530
Services
Offered
I 1 1 A Hauling moving
clean up odd lobs awe
trimming tree removal.
yard mowing mulch haul rig Free estimates Tim
Lamb 436-5744

-

trashing repairs additions and Now
wig ceilings 763-4761

DRYWALL

Gardens breaking tits
king Ming Lawns seeding
& fertilizing new or existing
Blade work it bush hogging Reasonable
rates 753-3413

ELECTRICAL-Ron Hail
Heating Cooling & Electric
Inc Service sales and in
stallation (502) 435-4699
435 4327

KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again With Formica All
colors free estimates
Wulff s Recovery Murray
KY 436 5560

EXPERIENCED dry wail
finishing Fieterences avail
able 436-2060

MOODY S mower repair
Pic, up and delivery
53 5668

GENERAL Repair plumb
mg roofing tree work
436 2642

MUFFLERS brakes,
shocks service R&G Ex'aust 514 South 12th
Street 753 8868

1 1 1 1 A Joe s mowing
trimming pruning tree removal Free estimates
436 2867

GERALD WALTERS
!looting vinyl siding painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
1 1 1 A all around mowing, ferences 436 2701
trimming hauling Mark
HADAWAY Construction
436 2528
Remodeling _vinyl siding
1 1 1 A Hauling, Tree trim- vinyl replacement winming. tree removal clean, dows. vinyl flooring
ing out sheds attics & odd 436-2052
jobs Free estimates HEATING Ron Hall Heat436-2102 Luke Lamb
ing, Cooling and Electric
Al ALLBRITTEN S Lawn
Service Weekly & depend
ablpriNt too small Free
es mates Tim 753-0749
Al, AL'S hauling, yard
work, tree removal, mowing Free estimates
759 1683
A I A YARD Service, tree
removal. trim, hauling,

PAINTING interior, exterior House & mobile home
repairs Tuckpontng brick
Nock Free estimates Call
436 5009 436-5032
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
136 5255

RESIDENTIAL Roofing
Guaranteed work at reasonable rates Free estimates 25yrs experience
Repairs on old roof Or new
construction Call Rick,
753-6566 or Mic.
753-7864

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

RILEY remodeling and
construction 489 2907

492 8254

•

•-•

SPENDING YOUR
MONEY ON

•

LOW akALITY SIGNS!!

CALL: 753-2378
WOOD WORKS

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm. 492-8737. 753-0495

'6ign8 .

A 1 Tree trimming mulch
hauling & odd jobs Paul
436-2528
ADDITIONS, garages, new
homes,sun roams. wood & '
metal studs Tripp Williams,
builder 753-0563
Mowing, hauling, odd lobs.
trimming 437-4703

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works. 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years exBOBBY
perience
HOPPER. 436-5848

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
and

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Ow By And See Our Showroom •
409 Sunbury •

753-5940

•

Murray's Only Home Owned &
Operated Pest Control Service

BACKHOE- SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
__uastallation_tepale-replace
ment 759-1515
BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways hauling, foundations.
etc 759-4664
BACKHOE Service, complete foundations, septic
systems R H Nesbitt. Masonry Phone 492-8516
pager 762-7221

Sert-in,' Western KY With Complete Termite

Ar.d Pest Control Service Since 1958

BILL'S Window Cleaning.
Back to help with your
cleaning
Spring
Residential Commercial
753 5934
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaran753-1134 or
teed
436-5832

Authorized
Son,pi,c

BRIGGS & STRATTON
and KOHLER
Service Center

MEM

Across from Southern States

Lamb's Small Engine
101 Industrial Road
P.O. Box 247
Murray, KY 42071
RCS Tiller.
Also Repair Work
Kevin Lamb
Richard Lamb

753-2925

William Duncan
Building Contractor
Experienced builder of houses,
garages. pole barns & storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
estimates, no job too large or too
small.

474-8267

BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
753 4591 CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection. high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 7594664

i

CARROELS custom gar-

RON HALL

HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
Central Heating a Cooling Service 4 Installation
Electrical Service a Installation
Licensed Gas Merchant

den tilling. bushhogging
box grader. Made wort
Free estimates Gerald
Carroll 502-49241622

,

if

a*".'•

CHIM Chino Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
anon discounts We sell
chimney caps and saeens
435-4191
COUNTERTOPS. custom
Homes trailers, offices
Wulff s Recovery. Murray
436 5560
CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and goofing Service Complete installation and set
Call Gary at
vice
759 4754

NEIL.
Murray, KY

(502) 435-4699

GUPTOWS

LAWN CARE
Complete Lawn Cars & Bush Hogging

:eav: br;'ES

CUSTOM bulldozing arid

Expertersoad • Diapondabto
For the ball ISMS a money e•IVIC&..

backhoe wolk septic sys
3541116i afar 4pm

Call 489-115100

11IPTIS

SEAMLESS gutters in
stalled residential or corn
inercsal Serval' Gutter Co
753 6433

THE Gutter Co Seamless
muminum gutters variety
of C.010rS Licensed insured Estimate available
759 4690

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill 753-2674

WILL do horseshoeing .ia
son Hicks 527 3692

Wanted
STANDING timber or timber lands Do yourself a
avor get our free no obligation estimate before you
sell
Call toll free
1 800-447-8351 evenings

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
Almo Open 9 12 1 5
Mon Fri 753 0530

SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chrtsman 492 8742

CONTRACT BRIDGE

-

Famous Hand
South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
•(.4 95
1,.1 96 5 2
•QJ
4 A 83
EAST
WEST
+1086
•A K J 7 32
A Q84 3
✓ 10
•2
•8 3
+9752
416Q 106 4
SOUTH
+4
K7
• A K-109765 4
•K
The bidding:
North East
South West
1N9'- 2 IP
1•
1+
5•
Opening lead — king of spades.
This famous hand was played by
Norwegian starTrygve Sommervelt.
West led the king of spades and
shifted to the ten of hearts at trick
two. When East took the ace.
Sommervelt dropped the king!
Declarer knew from the bidding
that the ten of hearts Was a singleton. He furthermore realized that if
he played the seven on the ace East
would likewise read the ten as a
singleton and return a heart to put
the contract down one.

IFC adopts resolution
supporting Alexander
The Murray State University lnterfratemity Council has adopted
resolutions in support of MSU president-elect Dr. Kern Alexander and
student regent Brian Van Horn.
The IFC is the coordinating body
of the Murray State fraternity system_ Members develop policies,
rules and regulations and coordinate
activities affecting all social fraternities on campus.
In supporting Alexander, IFC
members said he has "proven himself to be a president that will
enhance student life by his endorsement of the Greek way of life on a
university campus." During his tenure as president of Western KenAlexander
University,
tucky

di

Its
sh
,o

C It

lc,
Ii'

"RI

East quite naturally found it hard
to believe that Sommervelt had another heartand he therefore returned
a spade,hoping to score his partner's
ace of spades as the setting trick.
Declarer ruffed and proceeded to
make the contract by means of a
squeeze. He began by cashing six
rounds of trumps, producing this
position:
North
•Q
•A $3
West
East

A
in

ar
A

lc

•Q
+975

4A
•Q 10 6

MAY DAYS
Low-Back
544
Chair

South
V7 •
•
•K
Sommervelt now cashed his last
trump. West could not spare the ace
of spades, so he parted with a club.
Declarer thereupon discarded the
uselessq ueen ofspadesfrom dummy.
East was similarly pressed for a.
discard. He could not afford to release the queen of hearts, which
would make South'sseven a trick,so
he also discarded a club.
As a result, Sommervelt scored
the last three tricks with the K-A-8
of clubs to bring home the contract.
Hisspectacular falsecard ofthe king
of hearts, leading to the ensuing
double squeeze,wasrichly rewarded.

Resin

Slotted back and
seat priavide cool
comfort Stacks for
space saving
storage White
8015711

4
restiv41
09er,:11-Jh

888

Tabletop Grill
POrtable. durable steel construction
187 sq in cooking area Hood closes
and locks for easy transport 8013997

HOROSCOPES

23

TUESDAY'. %Val. 10, 1994
(For sour personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on.vour own
date of birth. call 1-900-9SS-71444. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are well-organized. hard-working and just.
Born planners, the try not to leave anything to chance — not even in their
- personal relationships. Above all. these Taurean% want to be certain of the
'ground they are standing on. Count on them to double-check any information or financial figures they are given. A strong sense of fair play prevents
these clever Taurean% from acting unethical's.. Their word is their bond.
1,, ordet IT
. I an 11r11,
Ito. Vat.dog,
i. I h‘.01,...
,and
VAi,C.
%Ice] r
Toidn, ,111,1

"showed aspiration for the Greek
system's development and.. proved
himself to be a strong advocate of
the Greek system.. which included
the proposal of a Greek row.. "
In the resolution adopted May 2,
the IFC expressed its "dedication
and support for Dr Alexander's
leadership skill and commitment to
student life and the Greek system."
Alexander was named the ninth
president of Murray State April 22
He is expected to assume the presidency on or near July 1.
The council's resolution supporting Van Horn praised the Student
Government Association president
as an advocate for the Greek system
at MSU.

WEED EATER'

10" Electric
String Trimmer
2 8 amp motor trims a
10" cutting path

72753

ot Jr.iiw I ham • lx.1,411ing Mink -1 emerdaL. •Tittli) and F,wrs in (wit s Plan send SK v5 plus SI pomagr and handling
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'
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE of humor, you can get through any
Refuse to let your private
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Little things can assume great emotions swamp your good judgMedium duty puher corLI
ment. You have the resources you
importance. Be thorough. A stroke
Grounded outlet plug
win.
to
need
of good luck could bring you a
31837
SAGITTARIUS lNov. 22-Dec.
financial windfall by late autumn.
make
you
decision
financial
A
2h:
Keep the family communication
now could upset the domestic scene.
lines open e‘en when busy with
Explaining the situation in advance
tiE'N OGT
Acrylic
your work. A parent-child relationpiNOLeft
litio,
ECLcirs
will help. Guard sour money and
ship will improve only when both
Sealer
Waterproofing
other valuables when traveling or
panics do more listening! Agreeing
• Waterproc,ts better Iran
going out.
traditional solvents
to forget past griesances is the first
tlegaZio
CAPRICORN Wee
tep to new rapport Plan 4 •peciAl
in
uppermost
he
may
Romance
191:
damage
V
U
trip for two early in 1995.
•Goes on milky, dries clear
sour thoughts today. Pay more
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
16252
THIS DATE: legendars danter attention to your appearance. You
39.95
Gal. 16353..
5
last-minute
a
have-to
make
may
Fred Astaire. actress Teri Copley.
basketball player Ron s Seikal%. schedule change to accommodate
someone.
country musician Mother Maybelle
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Carter.
Yesterday's behind -the-scenes
ARKS (March 2I -April 191:- A
See your Helpful Hardware Man al:
activities continue to benefit vou. A
mystery that has had an adverse
a
financial disclosure could bring
effect on your outlook could be
lively response from someone
cleared up. You feel blessed. Take
whose interests are similar to your
AMar91
care of your current resixinsibilities
MILiqq AY
before worrying about future needs. own.
•PISCF.S I Feb. 19-March 201: A
Jot down any startling dreams.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20i: deadline requires your full attention.
Inc.
You will benefit from letting go of Someone may challenge you to
753-3361
208 E. Main
some of your control. If you instinsa_ make your dreams come true. Your
lively know what someone needs; be enthusiasm for a special project
a good person and give it. Forgive could he dampened by an associand move on. A lose relationship ate's comments.
will deepen.
=10=M MEI
IIIIIIII MIMIEMIIII
GEMINI (Ma) 2I-June 20): A
good day for handling mutual
resources and joint finances. A technical skill will prove very saluable.
Those who work behind the scenes
can help advance your career. Show
your appreciation tor any favors.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22):
Although you ma) not feel like
rushing today, it is important that
sou meet all deadlines. Purchase
(NO OBLIGATION - NOTHING TO PAY)
essentials only until an) financial
problems are solved.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221: Search
YOU MAY HAVE ONE OF THESE
for knowledge and sou will find the
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES!
16
truth. A business deal shapes Op
13 Numb Fin
9 Numb Hands
5 Dezintss
1 Low Back Pain
according to plan. Former foes

99

753-0414

BEST rates for lawns
" mowed 753-6986
B&G Maintenance, lawn
care light hauling & landscaping Free estimates
Ask for Bill 359-4490

SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
753 5484

CT

ASPHALT driveways sealed Reasonable rates, free
estimates 753-8463
ara •

Murray (Behind Bunny Breed)

WANTED yards to mow
Cal 436-5760 after 5prn

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Rooting siding
panting plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474 2307

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOGWOFIKING

ALL around yard work.

ANTENNA Repair and installation Replace or install
quality Channel Master antennas. rotors, and amplifiers Beasley's Antenna
Service. Buchanan.
901-642 4077

Mimed

MULCH delivered Murray
436 5560

Co Service unit replacement and complete install
bon Licensed gas installer
Phone 435 4699
LAWN care, rotor tilling,
handyman fast reliable
service 436 5392

Al CARPENTRY work
New construction, rernod
°ling porches, decks Also
house plans drawn No lob
too small Call J&C Construction 436 5398

Ssricss

HURRY WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!

SUPPLY COMPANY
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I Get Your FREE
1 Full Spinal Examination!

coul4 do a complete about-face.
Reach out to someone who loves
you. You make a great team!
VIRGO Aug. 23-Sept. 221: As
-the day begins, quietly put into
action a plan you devised last night.
People or places at a distance will
somehow pla% a role in the development of .a slow relationship. Be
more ads enturou..
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct, 221:
Going into high gear behind the
scenes will gist! 5 our career
.prospet Is .1 big boost. Look for
csittng des elopments in
loveh(,•
•1111:111011.
_ SI'IMMO10cm. 23•\ov. 21f;
Rememher..il you keep wig solve

2 Headaches
3 Shoulder Pain
4 Arthritis

6 Sore Elbows
7 Neck Pain
8 Indigestion

FIND OUT NOW

10 Bursitis
11 Pain down leqs
12 Muscle Spasms

14 Hip Pain
15 Tight Must
16 Aching Feet

careful. professional chiropractic care can relieve your

aches aria pains This examnabon normally costs $30.00 or more 11 will include a
&gimcrack Orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal

Dr Dennis L Heiken, D C
•Alki

alignment check, an examination for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscle

strengtoess test, and a private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

DISCLAIMER: OUR OFT OS rroucv PROTECTS YOU:•TIE PARENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON
RESPONSIBLE FOR Pavever HAS A Rimer 10 REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT ori BE
RE iMSURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVCES EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH
LS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF ANO WITHIN 12 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISE
RENT FOR THE FREE SERVCE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.

Illic entire examination is FREE
11 you want more' care and treatment
we do all the paperwork

FREE LIMITED TIME OFFER. Call for your appointment TODAY!

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER 759-1116
301 N. 121h St. (at University Square) Murray, KY 42071

CALL NOW BRING THIS
COUPON WITH YOU
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LOOKING BACK

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. May 9. the 129th day of 1994. There are 236
days kit in the year.
History:
in
Highlight
Today's
was pubcartoon
newspaper
American
first
the
On May 9, 1754,
lished. The picture in Benjamin Franklin's Pennsylvania Gazette
showed a snake cut into sections, each part representing an American
Lolony. The caption read: "Join or die."
On this date:
In 1502. Christopher Columbus left Cadiz, Spain, on his fourth and
tinal trip to the Western Hemisphere.
In 1913, the 17th amendment to the Constitution. providing for the
election of Senators by popular vote rather than selection by state
legislatures, was ratified.
In 1926, Americans Richard Byrd and Floyd Bermeu became the
first men to make an airplane flight over the North Pole.
In 1936, Italy annexed Ethiopia as Benito Mussolini celebrated in
6 to the National Association of Broadcasters,
In 1961; in a s
'cations Commission chairman Newton N. Minow
Federal C
condemned television programming as a "vast wasteland."
In 1974, the House Judiciary Committee opened hearings on
whether to recommend the impeachment of President Nixon.
In 1978, the bullet-riddled body of former Italian prime minister
Aldo Moro, who had been abducted by the Red Brigades, was found
in an automobile in the center of Ronie.
Ten years ago: In a nationally broadcast address, President Reagan
appealed to the public and Congress to support his policies in Central
America.
Five years ago: President Bush complained that Panama's elections
were marred by "massive irregularities," and he called for worldwide
pressure on General Manuel Antonio Noricga to step down as military
leader.
One year ago: The WIJite House said President Clinton had directed
Secretary of State Warren M. Christopher. to contact U.S. allies to discuss how they could ensure Serbia's promise to cut supplies to the
Bosnian Serbs.
Today's Birthdays: CBS News correspondent Mike Wallace is 76.
Actor Albert Finney is 58. Actress-turned-politician Glenda Jackson is
Bergen
is 48. Singer Billy Joel is 45.
Thought for Today: "There can be hope only for a society which
acts as one big family, and not as many separate ones." — Anwar
Sadat, president of Egypt (1918-1981).

Tea years ago
. Damage to homes and trees
were reported from the storm on
May 7. The residence of Milton
Mitchell, was struck by lightning.
Damages were also reported at
the Clayton Hargrovce and Leroy
Eldridge homes. On May 6 the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Jewell
McCallon was damaged when
high winds uprooted a tree causing it to fall on the rear of their
home, and also damage to their
fruit trees was reported.
Spring Creek Baptist Church
marked 100 years as a church on
May 6. The Rev. Glen Armstrong
was speaker for the special
.erv ice.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. David R. Williams
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Sammons, April 26; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Terry Bycrly, April 29.
About 100 people participated

in the Microwave Cooking
School at Murray High School.
Twenty years ago
Christi Cooper, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. R.L. Cooper and
senior at Murray State University, will serve as president of Alpha Sigma Chapter of Kappa Omicron Phi, national honor society,
for 1974-75.
David Balentine has been
named as a deputy by Calloway
County Sheriff Maurice Wilson.
Kenneth (Jack) Bailey retired
April 18 from Maps and Surveys
Branch of Tennessee Valley
Authority. He has served for 35
years with United States
Government.
Mrs. Eugene Nance and Mrs.
Howard Wendt presented a lesson
on "Patios" at a meeting of Harris
Grove Homemakers Club held at
home of Mrs. Carmen D'Angelo.

Murray State University 'Breds
are baseball champions of Ohio
Valley Conference.
Thirty years ago
Principals, teachers and staff
for Calloway, County schools for
1964-65 school year have been
announced. Principals are W.B.
hider. Calloway _County_ _High
School; Charlie Lassiter, Almo;
Franklin Jones, Faxon; Tommy
Rushing. Hazel: M.B. Rogers,
Kirksey; Raymond Story, Lynn
Grove; Otis Lovins, New
Concord.
The Grand Jury of Calloway
County Circuit Court made its
report to Circuit Judge Earl
Osborne on May 7. Eleven indictments were listed from the office
of Circuit Court Clerk James
Blalock.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital iniude a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Max Bo d, a irl to Mr.
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concerning the boater who -brushed
off" the life jacket question from his
guest: Any guest invited aboard a
vessel should be given a pre-departure orientation concerning the
location and use of all safety equipment. life jackets, fire extinguishers. marine radio. etc.
The guest should also be given a
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"It's the only way to go, Frank. Why, my life's changed,
ever since I discovered Stackable Livestock."
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37 Strong thread
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friend's boat. There are certain
rules and regulations that apply to
boating — the ocean doesn't care if
you are in a 20-fiwiter or the Queen
Elizabeth II. I've done ocean sailing
for more than 30 years. and whenever friends sailed with me. I
always pointed out the location of
life vests, fire extinguishers and
first aid kits. The ship-to-shore
radio was monitored. and guests
were given instructions on how to
use the "mike."
Results: Thirty years of safe,
family-fun sailing.
Unfortunately, the free boating
courses offered by the Coast Guard
are not mandatory for owning and
operating a boat.
JOHN OLSSON,
SANTA ANA,CALIF.
.* *
DEAR ABBY: To "Mrs. N.M. in
we had all better
Maryland"
believe life jackets.save lives. or I
_wouldn't be here writing this.
It happened in Venezuela last
August. There were I-3 of us
tourists who took a boat nde, a boat
which resembled a canoe, long and
narrow with an outboard motor. We
sat two abreast. At one point. I
thought the operator was going too
fast and, before we knew it; the
canoe capsized in the middle of the
('arrati River, which was approximately 'one-half-mile wide. I could
swim, but with my heart problein ii
had a heart attack in Hong Kong in
19t45). I soon became tired, probably
from panicking, and can't remember when I was rescued._
When I regained consciousness, I
was lying on the floor of the boat.
Everyone thought I was dead when
they saw me floating on my back
unconscious. Abby, the life jacket
saved my life'.'
K. ISHII, HAWAII

By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
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ACROSS

WAS IT SOMETHING
SAID ?

course taught by the local Coast
Guard Auxiliary. C.S. Power
Squadron or other qualified boating
group. With his attitude alone. Fred
sounds like a menace on the water
(;ARY STEWART.

- DR. GOTT
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and Mr!. Nile Erroll Sancrt. ands
bo) to Mr. and Mrs. Nat Green.
Forty years ago
Tickets for the Sixth Annual
North-South All-Star Basketball
Game for June 12 featuring the
top graduating high school
basketball players of the nation
are now on sale. Only 2.000.seak
will be available in the gym at
Carr Health Building, Murray
State College.
Ardath Boyd and her Dancing
Class presented a program at a
meeting of Delta Department of
Murray Woman's Club. New
officers are Mrs. Ray Brownfield.
Mrs. Han* Sparks, Mrs. C.B.
Ford and Mrs. Graves Sledd.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. C.L. Crack, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe B. Sirls, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. James Carlton Mood .
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I had a C-section
1-1/2 years ago. Despite daily situps

and abdominal exercises, my stomach
still protrudes incredibly far. Nothing
seems to improve my look of a fourmonth pregnant woman.
DEAR READER: Although a
Caesarian section can occasionally
weaken the abdominal muscles, pregnancy will often stretch these muscles
so greatly that they fail to spring back
to their normal tension after delivery.
leading to a sagging abdominal wall_ I
don't believe that the Caesarian section you had is necessarily playing an
important role.
Nonetheless, you should ask your
obstetrician about this. Perhaps your
exercise program needs modification
— or, as in some cases, surgery to
remove the stretched tissue may be
necessary.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please discuss a
transverse colostomy. While I recently had one, I really know very little
about the procedure and its outcome,
except to say that it's not pleasant.
DEAR READER: An anatomy -lesson: The ascending colon begins in the
lower right abdomen and travels up
under the liver, where it makes a 90
degree turn to the left and becomes
the transverse colon, which extends
across the mid-upper abdomen to an

area under the left rib cage
At this point, it takes a 90-degree
turn to the south (as the descending

colon) and eventually becomes the
sigmoid colon, which connects to the
rectum.
In certain instances, such as the
presence of a malignancy or abscess,
doctors have to re-route the intestinal
contents into a colostomy bag, a plas
tic container that is worn on the
abdomen. Colostomies can be per
formed on any part of the colon, and

may be temporary or permanent
Regardless. they are never pleasant
You apparently required an opera
tion to open your transverse colon
Frankly. I am shocked that the sur
gee.' failed to discuss with you the
need for the procedure, the procedure
itself and the consequences This is
bad medicine
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COMING JULY 1994
5 SPECIAL SECTIONS
••• including •••

• Industry, Agriculture & Health Care
(Deadline: May 31)

• Education, Government & Civic
Organizations (Deadline: May 31)
• Tourism, Lifestyles & Recreation

•

(Deadline: June 13)

• Business I (Deadline: June 13)
• Business II (Deadline: July 5)
--

"We would like to thank all those businesses
who participated in our 1993 Community Portrait. We look forward to seeing you again and
invite all new businesses to be a part of this
comprehensive overall view of our business community."
Mary Ann Orr
Advertising Manager
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When you place a 20" ad or larger, you receive an
exclusive business brief about your business. Ask
your sales representative about this or call us at:
MARY ANN ORR
FRAN FAITH
JENNIFER HALE
STUART ALEXANDER

Special
Advertising Rates

753-1916
COLOR
With Each
Full Page
Advertisement

BE SURE AND BE A PART OF THIS
ANNUAL SOUVENIR EDITION.
1,000 EXTRA COPIES WILL BE PRINTED
FOR YEAR-ROUND DISTRIBUTION.
_ _—
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Maurice P. Christopher, 82, of
Johnson Boulevard, Murray. died
Saturday at 9:15 a.m. at West
View Nursing Home, Murray.
He had retired as professor of
chemistry from Murray State
University. He was also a former
member of Somerset High School
faculty for 23 years and also
served as an assistant principal
there. He was past president of
Somerset Kiwanis Club and past
member and past chairman of
Somerset Hospital Board of
Directors. He was co-builder and
owner of Dairy Queen in
Somerset.
Mr. Christopher was cofounder and past president of
Murray Kiwanis Club; was past
president of Purchase Area Chapter of American Chemical Society; and was a member of First
United Methodist Church where
he taught an Adult Men's Sunday
School Class for 14 years.
His wife, Mrs. Juletta Christopher, died Dec. 7, 1990. Born
Dec. 23, 1911, at Somerset, he
was the son of the late Arthur
Johnson Christopher and Fannie
!son Christopher. Three brothers
also preceded him in death.
Survivors_ includetwo. daughters, Mrs. Camille B. Little and
husband, Roger, Heyworth, Ill.,
and Dr. Cathy Christopher and
husband, William Brown, Murray; one son, Ron Christopher
and wife, Ellie, Murray; seven
grandchildren, Susan Little, Sharon Stoctzel, Sarah Winter, Shannon Christopher, Cadet Kelsey
Christopher, Carroll Lane Christopher, and Courtney Christopher;
three great-grandchildren, Scan
Winter, -Rachel Winter and
Katherine Stoetzel.
Memorial services will be
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. br. Jerry Jeflords will officiate.
Private burial will be at Murray City Cemetery prior to the
morning service.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home after 6 p.m.
tonight (Monday).
Expressions of sympathy
should be made to the Walter
Blackburn Scholarship Fund at
Murray State University or to the
Building Debt Retirement Fund
at First United Methodist Church
at Murray.

John Allen
Graham
Funeral rites for John Allen
Graham were Sunday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Goodwin Funeral
Home, Cadiz. The Rev. Roy Marquess officiated.
Graveside rites were today at
10:30 a.m. at Fairview Cemetery,
Bowling Green.
Expressions of sympathy may
take the form of donations to
American Cancer Society.
Mr. Graham, 80, Cadiz, died
Thursday at 8:30 p.m. at Murray.
Calloway County Hospital.
He was a cabinet maker and
former owner of Graham Manufacturing Co., Auburn. He was a
member of Syers Chapel United
Methodist -Church. Born in Logan
County, he was the son of the
late O.E. Graham and Verla Pillow Graham. Two brothers also
preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Charline Ford Graham; one
daughter, Mrs. Marilyn Stinson,
Trigg County; one son, J.T. Graham, Bowling Green; one sister,
Mrs. Velma Stevenson, Russellville; three brothers, Floyd Graham, Lakdy Lake, Fla., Bill Graham, Connecticut, and Earl Graham, Bowling Green; six
grandchildren; five greatgrandchildren.
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Mrs. Maude Grogan
Mrs. Maude Grogan, 94, Murray, died Sunday at noon at Long
Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A former resident of RL 1. Hazel, she was a member of Green Plain
Church of Christ.
Her husband. Charles Ophus Grogan, died in September 1973. Born
Sept. 27, 1899. in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late
David Houston Whitt and Josephine Charlton White.
Survivors include two dailghters, Mrs. Pauline Yarbrough and husband, Gus D., Rt. 5, Murray, and Mrs. Frankie Harrell and husband,
Everett, Rt. 1, Hazel; two sons, Joe Grogan, Magnolia Drive, Murray.
and Paul Grogan and wife, Charlotte. Rt. 4, Murray; three half sisters,
Mrs. Eva Hurt and Mrs. Ruby Keegan, Michigan, and Mrs. Novie
Hale, Murray; 12 grandchildren; 20 great-grandchildren.
Services will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Priestly Scott and John Dale will officiate. Burial will
follow in Green Plain Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Monday).

Samuel David Johnson
Samuel David Johnson, 88, Fern Terrace Lodge. Murray, died Sunday at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He had retired from Tool & Die Department of Ford Motor Co.,
Detroit, Mich. He was a member of Temple Baptist Church, Detroit,
and of Dearborn Lodge #172 Free and Accepted Masons, Dearborn,
Mich.
Born June 29, 1905, in Marshall County, he was the son of the late
Oscar Johnson and Orpha Henderson Johnson. Also preceding him in
death were two sisters, Mrs. Eula Lovett and Mrs. Anise Watkins.
Survivors include one son, David Johnson, Plymouth, Mich.; one
sister, Mrs. Alma McNeely and husband, Howard, Murray; two grandchildren; three nieces; one nephew.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. R.J. Burpoe will officiate. Burial will
follow in Barnett Cemetery in Marshall County.
- -Masoitie- rites- will be --at 7- p.m:- -tonight tMonday) -aT the funeral
home where friends may call after from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Monday).

Mrs. Thelma Gibson Bagwell
Services for Mrs. Thelma Gibson Bagwell are today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Randolph Allen
S officiate. -Pallbearers are Dennis, Tim, Jeff, and Noel Scarbrough, and
Richard Crane, Sr., and Richard Crane, Jr. Burial will follow in New
Hope Cemetery.
Mrs. Bagwell, 84, West View Nursing Home, died Saturday at
12:20 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She was a member
of Eastwood Baptist Church.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Connon Bagwell, on Dec.
17, 1969; one brother, Loyd Gibson; and one grandson, Terry Scarbrough. Born March 17, 1910, in McCracken County, she was the
daughter of the late Walter Gibson and Lula Parkhill Gibson.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Elaine D. Scarbrough and
husband, Brent, Murray; four sisters, Mrs. Essie Poat, Mrs. Geqeva
Matlock, Mrs. Nola Courtney and Mrs. Mable Rose, all of Paducah;
five grandchildren, Richard Crane and Diana Fink, Michigan, and
Dennis, Tim and Jeff Scarbrough, Murray; nine great-grandchildren;
one -great-great-grandchild.

Cove! W. Myers
Graveside rites for Cove] W. Myers were today at 11 a.m. at Woodlawn Memorial Gardens, Paducah. The Rev. Dann Masdcn and the
Rev. John Andrews officiated.
Roth Funeral Home of Paducah was in charge of arrangements.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
contributions to First Christian Church Building Fund, the American
Heart Association or the American Cancer Society.
Mr. Myers, 77, Paducah, died Friday evening at Lourdes Hospital
there.
A retired agriculture spray pilot, he was a member and deacon
emeritus of First Christian Church, P4ducah. He had served as a pilot
lor the Air Force in World War
Born in Calloway County, he wa
of the late Gary Myers
and Cosy Myers.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Willadcne Allbrittcn Myers; one
daughter, Tandy Jones, Fort Branch, Ind.; one son, John W. Jones,
Paducah; one sister, Mrs. Lila Myers Workman, Concord, Calif.; one
brother, Rex Myers, Palm Coast, Fla.; five grandchildren; several
nieces and nephews.
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